Excerpts from Midnight Blue 2.0

The sun blazes brilliantly over a trailer park in Clayville, North Carolina as it crowns a tree line in
the distance. This morning, on the main drag several lots from the park entrance, the screen door at the
side of a trailer flings open and a skinny little white man explodes onto the porch.
“Just run away, Gordon!” a husky Latina voice screams inside the trailer. “Like you always do, coward!”
Silent, oblivious and refusing to look behind him, Gordon Schell hurtles off the porch. Clean-shaven
from ten minutes prior, he is late—as always—for work and clutching tightly his usual stack of CDs in their
jewel cases in one hand while swinging a small bag containing his laptop from the other. He has escaped
another “debate” with Rosita, this one concerning the dilapidated condition of her car. These “debates” al ways degenerate, it seems to Gordon, into rants where Rosita consistently counts off the mounting items
which he has failed to repair, fix, correct or replace, always ending with some denigrating insult directed at
his manhood, or lack of. They are fights, of course, and he screams back, since Rosita has this unique abili ty to pick a fight at the very moment when he has to leave. I'm running away, he thinks, because I have responsibilities, bitch! Would you like to trade places?
Still seething invisibly, he swings the bag to his left hand so it dangles from the last two fingers as he
approaches the parking slab at the trailer front. From his right pants pocket, he yanks out his keys and
presses the button on the fob to open his blue 4 by 4 truck with its custom paint job. He swings the door
open, flicks the driver’s seat forward, sets the bag on the floor behind it and flicks the seat back. Tossing
the CDs on the passenger seat, he climbs in. Shoving the key into the ignition hole, he sweeps his short,
thin brown hair to either side, a recognition that the slight breeze has messed his hair again.
….
Cruising now, Gordon lets his mind slip to what he does most often, dream. Today's “debate” is post poned to tomorrow and he will not contemplate the subject. It is forgotten, as his brain drifts into dream
world, partly here, partly somewhere else. In dream world, form is non-existent, only a simple recognition.
He can’t tell anyone exactly who or what exists somewhere else but he doesn’t care. When he dreams
about somewhere else, here becomes nothing more than reactive motion. When he dreams about here, the
big blue spaceship, they are mere diversions, what could be but never will be.
Able to see above most vehicles, Gordon anticipates the traffic flow, darting in and out of the two lanes
in his direction. Seeing the impending crawl, he darts off the thoroughfare on a shortcut through residential streets, accelerating too fast through the quiet, tidy neighborhoods and barely slowing down at stop
signs as he spies for cars with blue and red lights, the police.
Flying down one lane, two women walking to a parked car snag his attention, and he smiles as he
glances to his right. The house behind them is distinguishable by the irregular rocks laid as steps to the
porch. Gordon smiles in recognition but the women frown at the blue blur that speeds by.
The neighborhoods soon give way to a collection of business and industrial parks which have been
springing up in the area. Veering into a left turn lane, Gordon impatiently waits for the opposing traffic to
clear just enough for him to jut across the road into a parking lot. He drives close to a four-story building
of gray stone and dark glass, another structure in these multiplying complexes, this one housing software
and technical service companies. He pulls into an open space a hundred feet from the building entrance.
He has made it to work and not too soon.
Holding the bag Gordon passes through the entrance doors with many others, all disappearing behind
the dark glass like ants into their hole, some moving in mysterious acts of collusion and communication in
which he participates. Inside, Gordon steps briskly halfway down a long hall to the door to a stairwell. He
jogs the two flights, skipping every other stair, and exits the stairwell to a narrow hallway. Turning right he
heads straight for the door at the end of the hall and pulls his wallet from his rear pants pocket. Seconds
later he shoves the wallet against a box with numbered buttons to the right of the door. A lock clicks on the
door, and he swings the handle down and pushes the door open. He hesitates a moment to glance behind
and sees the stairwell door fling open and a young man emerge into the hall. Gordon waits, holding the

door open as the young man hurriedly jogs toward him to reach for the open door.
“Thanks,” the young man says.
“You’re welcome,” Gordon replies, dropping his hand from the door to enter a tight walkway with
three paths. He chooses the right path while the young man chooses the left. Passing a lounge on the left,
Gordon soon reaches a huge open room littered with movable, carpet-covered cubicle walls arranged
three or four deep to the outer windows, aisle after aisle short of the interior wall to serve as a walkway.
At the walkway Gordon dips left and casually strolls past aisle after aisle of cramped cubicles. He
greets colleagues as he makes his way to the aisle where his cubicle is located, one, two, three, four aisles.
He curves into the tight space past the first two cubicles facing each other, both of which are empty.
Looking left he passes the next cubicle expecting Barry, a younger man of Asian descent with short,
neatly trimmed hair and clean-shaven. Barry sits at his desk perpendicular to the aisle and notices the blur
of motion. Barry lifts his head quickly and the men exchange friendly smiles and slap hands before Gordon
passes.
….
Silence saturates the office as Gordon sits in a chair opposite the desk from his boss, comfortable in
his slouch, casually glancing about. The boss suddenly closes the folder and looks up at Gordon. With a de meanor of overly dramatic seriousness, he utters, “This is very good documentation, Gordon, but it
shouldn’t take three months to complete.”
Gordon replies calmly, his expression betraying frustration, “You may recall that this is now the third
time I have implemented this fix, since Sales and Support seem to be bent on screwing it up.”
The boss is unfazed and responds, “And whose fault is that?”
Gordon, smiling with obvious mockery, replies, “Well, considering that our Support software had no
alert function until three weeks ago and both the division’s Sales and Support managers have been replaced since I started this project, must be me, huh?”
The boss frowns with great displeasure, and stands up to tower above Gordon, quickly and unconsciously fingering the tie adorning his impeccably ironed shirt. Slowly, he states, “There’s no need to be
sarcastic, Gordon. Everything changes, as you should know.” He pauses and shakes his head, adding, “And,
you should have submitted a patch proposal.”
Gordon smiles, having secured the boss’ lack of familiarity with the issue and, perhaps, with the entire
company process and Gordon’s function within it. Revealing unbounded confidence, he asserts, “Done, as
the back of that folder amply documents. Your predecessor shot that down. I think the response was,
‘That’s scheduled for inclusion three versions on the horizon.’” Gordon nods his head and adds, “That, of
course, means two years down the road, assuming it’s not yanked before release. You know what they say
about ‘assume’, don’t you?”
The boss appears upset and his tone is more demanding as he responds, “The company has under gone significant change lately and you’re not the only one affected. Your attitude needs to change with it,
Gordon, and you’ll need to write up the patch proposal again.”
Shaking his head to hold his anger back unsuccessfully, Gordon spits, “I’m tired of doing the same
things over and over.” He points at the folder on the desk. “There’s the formal documentation for the fix al ready installed on the client’s system.” He pauses as he points at the boss. “There’s one thing that never
changes here,” he adds, “and that’s the Sales department and their ability to close sales with undeliverable
promises, which, may I remind you, I have fixed time and time again.”
The boss, growing impatient, snaps, “There will be no junior fixes in the field, Gordon. Period.”
Gordon glances at the wall next to the door to read the sign hung by the boss, reading “Our Customers
are No. 1”. Gordon remarks, “You know, the only way to read that sign around here is ‘our customers are no
one.’ Normally, I would give a two week notice, but I reserve that for those who deserve my respect. I’ll re quire fifteen minutes to clean out my personal items and I’ll wait for security.”
….

Instead of confronting Rosita in the kitchen, Gordon slides to his left through the living room and to
the sliding door leading outside. With a rapid delivery he says, “I want to play with the kids first.” He
gropes for the handle and yanks the door open, steps hurriedly out, slides the door shut and escapes to the
back yard.
“We need to talk, muchacho!” Rosita shouts after him, turning back to look out the window above the
sink. She slaps her right hand hard on the counter, gritting her teeth.
“Daddy!” yells a darting, little three-year-old girl, her long, sun-bleached hair swirling around her face
and shoulders. She reaches Gordon as he dances down the four steps of the back porch and swoops her
from the ground to hug her tightly against him. Twirling around in his arms, she smiles broadly and giggles
several times as they walk to the back.
Approaching the father and daughter twirling together is Melanie, whose maturity is advanced far be yond her eleven years. When her father’s eyes meet hers, she says calmly, “Hi, Dad.” Her expression is
blank, waiting, and Gordon is reminded, once again, just how much this girl resembles her mother with the
jet-black, curly hair, the thick dark eyebrows. At the same time he is always struck with their differences,
for he knows that the girl before him exudes the supreme confidence and self-esteem which his wife struggles to secure, and, if she continues growing as she has, she will certainly be taller than her mother.
“Hey, Pops,” comes a familiar greeting from Gordon’s left and he turns to look at his seven-year-old
son, Mark. The boy smiles briefly when Gordon sees him and brushes his brown locks self-consciously
from his forehead to his right, away from the part on his left side.
“Mom’s really mad at you,” warns Melanie, her face still emotionless.
The little blond girl puts her right hand to his left cheek. “Mom kept saying, ‘I don’t know what’s
wrong with your father’,” she says. She wriggles back to look at him quizzically and asks, “What’s wrong
with you?”
He settles the little one in his arms and lowers her so she can lean back, and she smiles at the attention. Gordon replies, “I quit my job, today, Melinda, so I could spend more time with you!”
“That ain’t flyin’ with Mom, Dad,” Mark responds, shaking his head with his brown eyes wide and disbelieving. “She was talkin’ about packin’ up and leavin’ you.”
Melanie’s expression now softens as she adds, “But she decided to give you one more chance, and if
you blow that one, we’re leavin'.”
….
The older kids get up and go back to their play, but Melinda lunges at her father to hug him. “I still love
you, Dad,” she says.
Closing his eyes with a rush of emotion, he softly moans, “I don’t know if I could live without it, little
girl.” He hugs her back, sets her down, and stands up.
Melinda asks, “Daddy, will you do your thing with me?”
“My thing?” he asks. While Melinda nods her head in anticipation, he drops to his knees in front of her
and the older kids stop to watch. He puts her right index finger to his heart, then to his nose, then to
Melinda’s nose, then to her heart. “The nose knows all! The wisest sense of all senses is the nose!”
Melinda chimes in to add, “And it knows ev’rything!”
“The nose knows all,” Gordon repeats.
Sounding a little hurt, Melanie asks, “Why don’t you do that with us anymore?”
Still on his knees, he turns to Melanie and explains, “Because you’ve both gotten so big and smart and
you know everything. You’ve become,” and he says it mockingly, “jaded and cynical. Why, you don’t even
believe in magic anymore!”
“I know, Daddy,” Melinda agrees, shaking her head. “And there’s magic ev’rywhere!”
“What did you tell me the other day about Santa Claus?” Gordon asks, looking from one to the other of
the older kids. He cups his hands over Melinda’s ears. Though she can’t hear him, he says as he looks at her,
“Sorry, little girl, but I must protect you from what will surely follow.”

The older ones speak in unison. “There is no Santa Claus! Mom is Santa Claus!”
When they’re silent, Gordon lifts his hands from Melinda’s ears and she asks, “What did they say, Dad dy? What did they say?”
“I can’t repeat it!” Gordon exclaims with mock hurt, his head shaking and his mouth forming a deep
frown. “They said terrible things about Santa Claus!”
Melinda puts her right fist against her right side in a stand-offish manner and exclaims, incredulously,
“Is nothing sacred?”
Gordon laughs. “All things are possible,” he replies softly. He looks to Melanie and says, “Come here,
please.”
Melanie steps toward her father cautiously, carefully, but stops just out of reach.
“You’re gettin’ so big I can’t get on my knees unless you get on your knees, too,” he says, pausing to
add, “if I’m gonna do my thing.”
Melanie takes one step closer and gets on her knees. Gordon touches his heart, then his nose, then
touches Melanie’s nose, then her heart. He says, “The nose knows,” and he leans to her, “all.” It’s quiet for a
moment until he asks her, “What’s the rest?”
Melanie replies shyly, “The wisest sense of all senses is the nose.”
“May I have a kiss, please?” he asks and Melanie wraps her arms around his neck and kisses her father
on the lips. “Thank you,” he says softly, gratefully, his expression one of appreciation. He quickly glances at
Mark, and asks, “How about you, big man?”
“I’m cool,” the boy replies, proudly adding, “and I know what jade means.”
“You’ve been holding onto that all this time, haven’t you?” Gordon asks, shaking his head.
“Yep, and I know what it means, too,” Mark says confidently.
“Hit me, dude!” Gordon shouts.
“It means green,” he replies, stopping to think a moment, and adding, “with envy.”
“Where did you hear that?” Gordon asks, lifting his eyebrows skeptically.
“Didn’t hear it!” Mark proclaims. “I read it. I read a lot!”
“How come I don’t see you read much when I’m around?” Gordon asks.
Mark lifts his eyebrows as he replies, “Maybe you’re not payin’ attention.”
“Maybe if I was around all the time I would see you read, how’s that?” Gordon counters.
“Don’t start, Dad,” advises Melanie.
Mark volunteers, “I read jade is green.”
“Okay,” Gordon replies, “and where did the envy part come from?”
“Wouldn’t you like to know?” Mark fires back.
Gordon glances to all three of his children as he says, “What I’d like to know is if dinner’s ready. How
‘bout you guys?”
“Yeah” comes the unanimous chant and Gordon stands up and walks to his son, extending his right
hand, palm up. “Gimme five, kiddo,” he says, and Mark slaps his hand hard, which Gordon draws back,
shaking it with a pained expression.
….
Gordon leans against the wall to watch the two in action. Rosita turns to Gordon and says, “Come and
cut some chicken for the kids,” nodding to her right. Gordon steps up next to his wife, grabs a knife and
fork from the drawer, slips around her to the pan on the counter and begins cutting the chicken into small
pieces, setting them on a separate plate.
“Mom, can I have something to drink, please?” Melinda asks.
Rosita steps to the refrigerator to her right, opens it and withdraws a plastic jug of milk. She moves
around the table to fill the three glasses before her children, always brushing the cheek of each with her
left hand as she finishes. Melinda takes a long gulp from hers.
Returning the jug to the refrigerator, Rosita steps to the counter, grabs two bowls, one with green
beans and the other with noodles and sauce, and sets them in the middle of the table. Gracefully, she sits

down between Melinda and Melanie.
“Waitin’ on you, Daddy,” Melinda says, turning to smile at her mother.
Gordon turns, holding the plate of small chicken pieces, and steps between Mark and Melanie, scoop ing some of the pieces on Melanie’s plate. He scoops some on Mark’s plate and scoots around the table to
Melinda to deposit the last of the chicken on her plate. As he swings to the counter to lay down the empty
plate and grab the pan holding the rest of the chicken, he says, “There’s more chicken, so if you want more,
I’ll cut you some at the table, okay?” The children nod their heads while they fill their plates and begin eat ing.
Gordon steps next to Rosita and offers the pan, saying, “Take what you want, babe.” She picks a breast
piece and sets it on her plate. Before he moves away, he kisses her on her right cheek, but she ignores it.
“We had a pow-wow, Mom,” Melinda says.
“I saw that,” Rosita replies, smiling at her daughter.
Gordon walks behind Melinda, sets the pan of chicken on the table and sits down, reaching over to
Mark to pinch his side. Mark flinches and smiles at his father briefly before he continues eating.
Melanie says, “Dad promised that he wouldn’t quit his job ever again without your okay first.”
“He didn’t say it like that, though,” Mark offered.
“Oh?” Rosita exclaims, curious.
Melanie explained, “He said something like, ‘I will never again quit my job without the mighty squaw’s
approval.’”
Rosita smiles at her oldest daughter as Gordon looks at his wife for her reaction. “Did you like that?”
Gordon asks his wife, adding, “I saw you smiling.”
“I was smiling at my daughter, if you don’t mind,” comes Rosita’s terse reply, refusing to look at him.
“I’m in deep shit, aren‘t I?” Gordon offers.
She turns to glare at him, replying calmly, “The deepest.”
“I’ll be diggin’ out of it for a while, won’t I?” he further offers.
“Longer than you can imagine,” Rosita calmly answers.
After a moment of silence, Mark asks, “Dad, we don’t have a shovel that big, do we?”
Everyone laughs, while Mark wears a huge grin. Gordon smiles at his son and says casually, “They
make some pretty big shovels, but none as big as I’ll need. I’ll be diggin’ for years.”
“Count on it,” Rosita remarks, but she smiles as she glances at her husband.
….
Mark lowers his eyelids. Smiling, he offers, “You guys are talking about sex, aren’t you?”
Melanie cannot contain her laughter as she stares at her mother. Melinda looks up from her book and
glances back and forth at each parent.
Gordon’s face flinches for a moment. Carefully, he asks, “Does that interest you?”
“Does it have anything to do with girls?” Mark asks.
“Possibly,” Gordon replies, even more carefully.
Mark’s face suddenly contorts with a pained expression. “Because if it has anything to do with girls,”
he states, “yuk!”
“Good answer,” Gordon says with a smile of relief, and puts up his right hand. Mark immediately slaps
it gleefully.
“It doesn’t always have to be with girls,” Melanie advises, examining her father.
“New subject!” exclaims Gordon.
“You started it,” Rosita admonishes.
“And I end it,” Gordon counters.
“I wanna hear about sex,” Melinda blurts.
“Yeah, you end it, all right,” Rosita sarcastically remarks.
Gordon rises from the floor, jumps over to Melinda, and whips her off the sofa, over his right shoulder,
and lets her dangle upside down, while she squeals throughout. He swings her around for a little bit as she

laughs. Pulling her back over his shoulder and holding her up so their heads are level, he asks, “Can I have
a kiss?” She throws her arms around his neck and kisses his lips.
Sitting her down on the sofa, he looks into her twinkling eyes and says, “I could tell you about it, little
girl, but I can’t remember anything. I think I have amnesia, our new subject.” Instantly, he turns to Melanie,
and asks, “Melanie, what is amnesia?”
Confidently, Melanie states, “Amnesia is about forgetting things.”
“Yeah, but everybody forgets things,” Gordon says. “Amnesia is more about forgetting important
things, like,” and he turns to Melinda, “who are you?”
“Melinda,” she says.
Gordon looks at Rosita and, using a pick-up voice, says, “Say, who are you, little girl?”
“Your worst nightmare,” Rosita replies calmly, raising her left eyebrow.
Mark advises, “She’s still mad at you, Dad.”
Gordon turns toward Mark and proclaims, “She’ll feel better after I give her a back rub tonight.”
“And every night while I’m waitin’ tables,” Rosita promises him.
“I hear ya,” says Gordon, turning back to the sofa. He lifts Melinda to sit down next to Rosita and sets
Melinda on his lap. Gordon whispers in Melinda’s ear but loudly so all can hear, “I’m going for shameless,
now, so I’m gonna use you, okay?”
“Okay,” Melinda shouts.
Gordon hides behind his daughter and, speaking in a little girl’s voice, says, “Mom, remember how you
always say that I look like you when you were a little girl but I have Dad’s personality and smile? And that I
walk and talk like you, but you always see something in me that reminds you of Dad, and that it took both
of you to make me, and that Dad knows he really messed up this time, but all he wants, no, he needs, is just
one little kiss from the only woman he’s ever loved.” Gordon peeks around the far side of Melinda’s head
and Melinda laughs. He adds, “So would you give him just one little kiss for me, please?” He looks at Rosita
with a mock forlorn expression.
Rosita stares back at Gordon’s mock sadness and shakes her head softly a few times. Resigned, she
mumbles, “Come around the other side, silly boy.”
Gordon moves to the other side of Melinda’s head, and Rosita strokes his right cheek with her left
hand. Gordon closes his eyes. She moves her hand close to his mouth and touches his lips with her thumb,
leans forward and kisses him softly for several seconds. When she pulls away, she asks, softly, “What are
we gonna do?”
Gordon opens his eyes, his focus darting over Rosita's face as he displays a serious expression. Using a
lowered tone, he replies, “I’ll have another job soon. I have some prospects, some old clients who like me
and my work. You’ll see.” Nodding his head once, lifting one side of his mouth in a half-smile, he adds confi dently, “We’ll be all right.”
Rosita’s not convinced, but quite calmly asks, “How can you be so sure?”
“Because I’m good at what I do,” Gordon responds with bravado, adding, “very good.”
….
Surveying her naked body with great appreciation, Gordon climbs onto the bed and straddles her
body, each knee rubbing tightly against a bare thigh. Stretching to the headstand, he grabs a bottle, flips
the cap up, and squeezes some lotion into his right hand. He sets the bottle back on the headstand and
massages the lotion in both hands before he drops his palms on her back, slowly spreading the lotion over
all of her soft and sensual dark skin.
“We’re never gonna get ahead this way,” Rosita complains softly. “You’ve got to know that by now.”
Gordon frowns as he rubs and pinches her neck and shoulders as hard and deep as he can, his fingers
straining. Using a restrained tone, he responds, “I got pissed off at all the work I did for this client and that
swine of a manager shot it all down.” He pauses to stare at the back of her head, but his delivery picks up
speed. “When he told me I would have to go through all the formalities that I had already done previously
to no avail, coupled with all the management and structure changes and the frustration at having to re-do

everything three times, I just lost it.” With a slight hesitation, he bends closer to her, and whispers, “I was
quite civil. I didn’t even tell him to fuck off.” He sits up straight wearing a slight smile.
Rosita’s body remains unmoving as she protests, “Civil or not, we’re the ones who suffer. You don’t
even think about us when you do that.”
“True,” Gordon agrees, and he knows that she’s right. “I didn’t.” There’s a moment of silence, and he
adds, “I think I’m getting too old for this job-hopping. I’ll find a job and stick with it.”
“You’ll have to,” Rosita replies immediately. “We can’t take this anymore.” She turns her head slightly,
though she does not look at him. Instead, she adds, calmly as though stating a fact, “One more thing, hon. I
always appreciate it when you get hard just because I’m lying in bed naked with you, but your wee willie
winkie is thumping my ass right now and it’s annoying me.”
He leans low on her right side where her head is turned so that he can look at her face from inches
away. “It never annoyed you before,” he argues with conviction. “Why, when the wee one would be thumping that fine mound of yours, you’d be so turned on when I finished, you’d tell me two words.”
“Not tonight,” she interrupts him.
“That’s not the two words,” he says, trying to make light of her interruption, but her glare convinces
him to drop it. Gordon sits up, puts his hands lightly on her back to steady himself, lifts his right knee to
swing it over her and hops off the bed. He steps to his discarded clothes, and lifts his briefs from the floor.
Glancing down at his erection, he announces, “Sorry, Winkster, but the boss says you have to be put in re straints.”
As he pushes his right foot through the brief opening, he protests, using a little boy’s voice, “No, no,
not the restraints, don’t do that to me. I have to be free, run wild.” With his right foot firmly on the floor, he
lifts his left leg and pushes his foot through the opening, draws the briefs over his legs to his hips, and con tinues, “Think of all the success we’ve had. No, not the underwear!” He plants his left hand over his mouth
like a muffler, and adds, “Let me out, please. I promise I’ll behave.”
He bends over to lift his pants from the floor, and opens the waist with both hands. With his right leg
through the pants leg to the floor, he stands with his pants half-on momentarily, clasping his left hand over
his mouth. The little boy’s muffled voice returns. “No, not, the pants, too. That hurts. That’s too much. I
won’t be able to breathe. You’ll stifle me. Let me out. Let me out.” Quickly he shoves his left leg through its
opening, yanks the pants to his waist, buttons and zips them shut.
Climbing back on the bed, he swings his right knee over her to straddle her again, hand over his
mouth, and produces one last muffled protest. “Let me out.” Dropping both hands to swirl over her back,
he concludes, using a calm announcer’s voice, “I have shackled the junior faculty member, per your request.”
….
The two detectives gingerly step into the bedroom. Detective Lewis briefly glances at the lifeless female on the floor, holds out his right arm to stop his partner and gazes all around the room. Detective
Schneider stares helplessly at the body on the floor for a few seconds, spins around to leave the bedroom,
scrambling past Officer Dominguez, who hasn't moved. Dominguez watches Schneider put his hand tightly
over his mouth and rush out of the house. He turns back to the hallway and calmly says, “Sorry. Forgot to
tell you it’s a gruesome sight, one of the worst I’ve ever seen.”
Lewis looks down at the fully clothed body and says, “Gruesome ain’t the word I’d use. This is barbar ic, depraved, beyond redemption. This woman was obviously tortured mercilessly before she was killed.
Whoever did this is one sick bastard.” He stares to the right of the body, and asks, “What’s that? The killer’s
calling card?”
Dominguez steps to the bedroom door and peeks inside. “Don’t know,” he replies. “I suppose it could
be.”
“Is that her blood?” Lewis asks.
“It appears that way, sir. Yes.”
“I sure hope that’s where she’s at now,” says the detective, stepping closer to read the message. “God -

damn, the horror she must have endured.”
Dominguez takes a step back and advises, “Forensics is due anytime. I’ll wait outside for them.”
Lewis turns to the officer and nods. Turning to leave, the officer twists his body along the hallway to
allow passage of the police department photographer. When Lewis sees the photographer, he commands,
“Hold on, Dominguez.” The officer freezes. Slowly, he reverses to step back into the doorway of the bedroom next to the photographer. Lewis continues when he sees the officer. “Okay, we want photos of the entire scene, including the writing, followed by close-ups of the body and the writing, being careful to keep
them separated. We’re going to keep the writing under wraps, so is that understood by both of you?” Both
the photographer and the officer nod. Lewis glances to the officer and asks, “Who else has seen this?”
“Only my partner,” Dominguez replies.
“No discussion of the writing, period,” Lewis warns. “Make sure your partner understands that.”
“Will do,” nods Officer Dominguez and he briskly walks out of the hallway and through the open front
door onto the porch. The photographer carefully places his feet into the bedroom and begins snapping pic tures.
….
Gordon strolls the twenty feet to his neighbor’s drive to stand next to the hood. He says, “Okay, Penny,
let’s hear it.” Smiling, she flips the curl of her forehead locks with her left hand and turns the key to try to
start the car. From under the hood Gordon can hear a series of clicks and nothing more. He looks at Penny
through the windshield, puts his arm up in a halting signal, and says, “Okay, Penny, pop the hood.”
Penny pulls the hood lever under the dashboard and, when the hood unlatches and pops up a few
inches, Gordon steps to the front of the car, searches for the hood release lever, pushes it open, lifts the
hood and sets the rod in its holder to rest the hood up. He yells, “Try it again.” The same clicks are heard, a
little louder, and he looks at the battery and yells, “Okay, stop!”
When he steps to the left side of the car next to the battery, Penny asks, “Think you know what’s
wrong, Gordon?”
“Maybe,” he says, looking up at her through the windshield. “Good thing you’ve got an old piece uh
crap instead of a new piece uh crap.”
“Why?”
“Because I might be able to fix it with a screwdriver,” Gordon replies, leaning over the left side of the
car, scrutinizing the red, positive cable from the battery to where it’s connected. He glances up at Penny to
ask, “Got one?”
“I think Alan keeps a screwdriver in the glove compartment,” she replies. She leans over, opens the
glove compartment, and adds, “Does it matter what kind?”
“Philips. Flathead. Don’t matter,” he replies, adding, “It’s gotta be about six inches long, though.”
“How’s this?” she asks, sticking out a flathead screwdriver with a blade about six inches long, while he
steps over to the window.
“That should do,” he says, taking it from her left hand. “Put the ignition switch in the “on” position and
get ready to pump the gas in case it needs it.”
“Okay,” Penny says, and sets the ignition switch in the “on” position and readies her right foot over the
accelerator pedal.
Gordon steps back to the front of the car on the left side and stares at the battery cables, following the
red cable to a small box mounted to the sidewall with cables running from terminals down to the engine
block. Using the screwdriver blade, he connects the terminal where the positive cable from the battery
connects at the top to a terminal at the side that has a cable running to another bigger cylinder attached to
the engine block. Instead of clicks, the engine starts to turn over and Penny gives it some gas for a few sec onds, lets up on the accelerator, and the engine continues to run.
Penny smiles broadly as Gordon steps over to the window, holding the screwdriver. She gushes, “Gordon, you’re a lifesaver. How can I ever thank you?”
He returns her smile and says, “You’re just lucky I quit work yesterday. Otherwise, I wouldn’t be home

and you’d be S O L.”
“Rosita told me that,” she says, her smile fading. “How’s she taking it?”
“She wasn’t too happy, but I’ve got an interview scheduled tomorrow,” Gordon assures her, shrugging
his shoulders. “I’ll be working soon.”
Penny squints at him severely, saying, “You know, you shouldn’t have quit. You’ve got a family to support. If Alan did that, I’d kick his ass.”
“Yeah, I know, I know,” Gordon responds, sheepishly. He brightens, though, and asks, “Well, listen, have
you been having problems starting it recently?”
“Yes, the damn thing sometimes won’t start, and I have to let it sit, and finally it kicks over.”
“All right,” Gordon explains, “you’ve basically burned up the solenoid. On older cars, the solenoid kinda acts like the regulator between the battery and the starter. Anything with electronic ignition, and some
before that, don’t have solenoids.” Penny gets out of the car to look at what Gordon is talking about. Gor don steps back to make room for Penny and continues. “The nice thing about a solenoid is, even if you
burn it up, you can usually start the car by connecting the positive terminals on it.” He points to the sole noid, then to the positive terminal from the battery. “Here’s where the positive cable from the battery connects and on the side here is the positive cable to the starter. Connect these two terminals with the blade
of the screwdriver while someone is behind the wheel with the ignition ‘on’ and it should fire right up.”
….
When Gordon steps into the trailer, the kids sit in the living room, surrounding a game of Sorry. Mark
flips over a card on the board and moves one of his pieces while the girls chide and tease him. Before look ing to the living room, Gordon shouts as he closes the door, “Who’s got homework to do?”
“I didn’t have any, Dad,” replies Mark, calmly, and Gordon steps into the living room.
“Mine’s already done,” replies Melanie, glancing up at her father, before turning her attention back to
the game.
Gordon towers above the children sprawled on the carpet, gazing at the face of his oldest daughter.
“Want me to check it for you?” he asks,
Melanie glances again at her father and shakes her head, saying, “No, it was easy.”
“Okay.” He looks at the game on the floor and says, “Oh, you guys started the game without me.”
Melinda peeks up at him, puts out her arms, hunches her shoulders, and says, with absolutely no hint
of regret, “Sorry.”
“You can play next one, Dad,” Mark says.
“We’ll see,” says Gordon, stepping away from the game toward the kitchen. “I’ve got to clean up the
kitchen before your Mother gets home. Jose and Maria are coming over tonight,” he adds, referring to
Rosita’s long-time friends who were once his neighbors.
Mark looks up and asks, “What was wrong with Penny’s car?”
Gordon stops and faces his son. “She has a problem with a piece in it that won’t let it start,” he replies,
smiling, “but you can get around it with a screwdriver, so I showed her how. No biggie.”
Mark puts up his right arm with his palm outward, so Gordon quickly steps back and swats it as Mark
says, “Good job, Dad. You’re pretty handy, ya know?”
“For some things, maybe,” Gordon says, wearing an uncertain expression. “I try. That’s all you can do.”
Melanie looks up at Gordon. “Dad,” she says, “I know the reason is not so good but it’s nice to have you
home when we get out of school. We love having you around more.”
“I got to be with him all day,” smiles Melinda.
Gordon carefully steps around the two girls and sits down between them. He puts his arms around
both and pulls both to him. He kisses Melanie's cheek, then kisses Melinda's cheek. He looks from one to
the other as he admits, “Maybe I don’t tell you girls enough how much you mean to me, but I love you both
so much, and you always make me proud.”
After a moment of silence, without looking up from the game board, Mark asks, “What about me?”
“Oh, you’re a man,” Gordon admonishes, “be a man.”

“I’m a boy, not a man,” counters Mark, glancing up at his father, disappointed.
“You’re a little man,” Gordon insists, rising from the floor.
“No, I’m a little boy,” Mark asserts, watching his father's every move until he stands directly above him.
“Stand up, little man,” Gordon demands. When Mark is slow to respond, Gordon leans slightly and
adds, “please.”
Mark lumbers up from the floor and, once standing, turns to face his father. Gordon immediately
wraps his arms around Mark’s waist, lifts him off the floor, and swings him around several times. When the
swinging stops, he holds Mark tight and kisses him on the lips. Smiling, he leans back and says, “ Now, you
don’t feel left out, do ya?”
Mark smiles as he replies shyly, “No.”
Gordon sets Mark back on his feet, but advises, “Just don’t tell your friends that your Dad swings you
around and kisses you like a girl.” Gordon's eyes narrow when he adds, “Don’t think they’d get it. Whadda
you think?”
Mark still has a wide grin across his face as he sits down and says, “Never goes past me, Pop.”
– from chapters Meet Gordon Schell, Remorse and Reconciliation, Scene of a Murder, After School, pages
1-6, 8-14, 16-21, 26-27, 30-33
The door to the interrogation room opens and Bill steps out. Before he can get anyone’s attention,
Schneider rises from the desk in the corner, and yells across the room, “You found him already?”
Bill looks over where he heard the question, recognizes Detective Schneider standing behind the desk
in the corner and nods his head, saying, “Yes.”
Schneider looks to his partner still seated and opens his eyes wide inquisitively. Lewis says to Schneider in a lower tone, “Let’s go.” He rises from his seat and follows Schneider back to the interrogation room.
With the detectives moving toward him, Bill re-enters the room and sits down where he had sat previously. A photo book is open with a third of the pages on the left side and the rest on the right; four more
photo books are stacked to Bill’s right and one remains in the middle of the table. Once the detectives en ter the room, Schneider stands to Bill’s right and Lewis flanks him.
The witness glances to Schneider first, then to Lewis. He turns to the book and puts his finger on one
of the photos on the right side. Confidently, he states, “That’s the man right there. His hair is shorter, there
are no sideburns or mustache, but his face is the same one I saw last night. Fits him to a T.” He glances
again to Schneider, then Lewis.
Lewis says, “Cory, hold that side of the book up so I can read the name.” Lewis squats down level with
the table while Schneider holds up the right side of the book. Bill points to the photo again, saying, “That
one.” Lewis writes down the name in his notebook and says, “Gordon Schell.” He stands up full, looks at Bill
and adds, “You’re sure about this one?”
“That’s him, no question,” Bill says with complete confidence. “I’d swear to it, if I had to.”
“You just may have to,” Lewis assures him.
Schneider loses his grip holding back the pages and a few fall to the left side. One of the photos on the
new page on the right side looks very similar to the photo with the name “Gordon Schell,” but none of the
three men in the room notice the resemblance or even glance at the page. While the photo looks almost exactly like the first, the man’s hair in the photo is longer, and he has sideburns and a mustache. The name
reads “Gunther Rankin.”
Lewis says, “Let’s go back to that photo and take a closer look.”
Schneider quickly lifts the pages on the left side back to the first photo. He asks, “Think we should pull
it? Check him out?”
“I don’t think we have a choice,” Lewis advises.
“That’s definitely him,” the witness insists.
….
“They’re not talking about you, though,” Melanie confides.

“Now you’re spoiling it,” teases Dad, displaying a mock frown, which instantly turns back into an easy
smile.
“They’re talking about Jose’s back and how it’s been hurting him lately,” she translates. “Maria thinks
his back is never gonna get better as long as he’s standing all day cooking at the restaurant where he
works.”
To Melanie, Gordon comments, “Jose needs to get out of the physical labor business.”
Rosita speaks to the others in Spanish again, and Melanie translates, saying, “Mom says you’re one to
talk, since you left her no choice but to go back to her waitress job, which is, she wants to remind you,
physical labor.”
Rosita flashes her husband a hollow smile.
“Good point,” Gordon says, looking at Rosita. “Kinda makes me a hypocrite, doesn’t it?”
“You said it, not me,” she replies, her smile a little more sincere.
“It still doesn’t address Jose’s predicament, though,” Gordon says, smiling back.
Jose asks, “What would you do, Gordon?”
“I’d take steps to better myself, Jose,” Gordon says, turning to Jose.
“Like what?” Maria asks.
“Where we live in North Carolina, mi bueno amigo,” Gordon says, “everywhere you go, there’s a university, a college, a community college. You’re a U.S. citizen.”
“Yes,” Jose replies.
“So you qualify for scholarships, grants, loans to go to school, Jose,” Gordon advises. “With your in come, they may even pay you to go to school, especially when they include your whole family.”
“I’m too old to go to school, my good friend,” Jose protests.
“Are you breathing?” Gordon asks him.
“Yes,” Jose chuckles.
“Then, you ain’t too old to learn,” Gordon insists.
“That is all a,” Jose struggles for the word, adding, “dream. My English is not so good.”
“So take English,” Gordon counters.
Jose looks at him, thinking, but Maria says, “We’re not those kind of people, Paco. We’re just working
people. We work.”
Gordon smiles as he says, “And, you should go to school, too, Maria. You can go part-time, when the
kids are in school. You could get an Education degree, take your teacher’s certification test, teach Spanish,
and still be home before the kids get back from school.”
Maria smiles but shakes her head.
Rosita laments, “That’s fine for you, but we’re not as smart as you.”
“Who told me she couldn’t balance a checkbook, so she never put her money in the bank?” Gordon
asks.
“I did,” Rosita replies.
“Who balances our checkbook now?”
“I do,” she says.
“Good job, Mom!” Mark exclaims.
“That’s because you showed me how,” she continues, “and you spent a lot of time explaining it, and
helping me understand it. You were very patient with me. Are you going to do that with all of us when we
go to school, too?”
“No,” Gordon replies, “but I don’t have to. There’s help for your courses everywhere, people who will
take the time to show you what this means and why. There are counselors to help you plan your course work, self-help groups, groups in your area of study, professors, other teachers, adult education groups. If
you’re not too proud to ask for help, people will help you.”
He takes a last gulp of beer, rises from the table to place the bottle on the counter, opens the refrigera tor and draws two, grabs the bottle opener and flips open both, sits back down and slides one over to Jose,
all the while saying, “All of these educational institutions have Spanish-speaking groups of students, some
even have faculty members that work with the groups, and they will definitely help you. And who knows?

You might meet a Spanish-speaking student who’s smarter than me. In fact, I guarantee it, though they
won’t be as funny as me.” He glances at Maria and Rosita, and adds, “Could easily be a woman,” and he
glances to Jose, and tips his bottle to him, “or a man, in your case, Jose.” He lifts the bottle to his mouth and
takes a gulp.
“I’ll think about it,” Jose promises.
“Then include this,” Gordon says, sitting back down in his chair, “the only thing that holds you back is
you. If you really want to, you can overcome anything.” He taps his right index finger to the side of his head,
adding, “It’s all in here.” He pauses a moment, adding, “Or you can have chronic back problems all your life,
which will get really bad when you’re old.”
….
“We’ve also been contacted by a woman,” adds Schneider, “who claims she was jogging down the intersecting street at about that time and thinks she saw the suspect. We haven’t interviewed her yet.”
“What’s the suspect’s criminal history?”
Schneider replies, “He was photographed and fingerprinted after an arrest for DUI seven years ago,
but the case was dismissed for lack of witness.”
“The arresting officer didn’t show?” Sharon asks.
“Right,” Schneider confirms.
“Great,” she says, sarcastically, adding, “What other evidence do we have?”
“We’re still processing fingerprints,” Schneider replies. “For someone who supposedly had few visitors, there were more than a dozen separate fingerprints attributable to that many people.”
“Could be she didn’t clean all that well,” Lewis speculates.
“We don’t really want that known right now,” Sharon Pilot advises. “That’s not something we would
want to emphasize, if you know what I mean.”
“I got it,” Lewis agrees. “So far, the blood is all hers. There’s other trace materials that are still being
processed and that could take weeks to complete.”
Schneider says, “There is an ex-husband that we’re still investigating.”
“Is he tied to Schell?” Sharon asks.
“We don’t know that, yet,” Schneider replies, “but he did have an insurance policy for half a million on
her which he’s trying to collect.”
“That’s a pretty strong motive,” Lewis states.
“If he wasn’t at the scene,” Sharon advises, “he’s not the prime suspect. Maybe these two are tied together. If so, that should become evident as you continue to put the screws on Schell.” She pauses for a mo ment. “Anyway, gentlemen,” Sharon says, “the ID gives us probable cause for questioning Schell and that’s
how we should play it to begin with. If he resists the trip downtown, then I want a continuous stakeout
placed on him. I want his every move watched until we eliminate him as a suspect or we get enough evidence to arrest him.” She emphasizes her next sentence. “Under no circumstances, can we let him out of
our grasp.” She looks sternly at Lewis. “I shouldn’t have to remind you how much heat we’re getting to find
this killer. Someone has leaked how badly this woman was tortured before she was killed and people are
both worried and outraged.”
“We know,” Lewis says. “We’re going to pay Mr. Schell a visit right now.”
Sharon adds one more bit of advice. “In the meantime, we need to know about that truck and put
some pressure on the bureau for those fingerprints. If his prints are in that house, I want him arrested for
murder.”
….
“Where were you two nights ago between ten and eleven?” Lewis repeats.
“Right here,” Gordon offers. “At that time I happened to be in bed with my wife, giving her a back rub.
Need more details?” Gordon asks, a little put off at the obvious insinuation.

“That’s not necessary, Mr. Schell,” Lewis advises, asking, “care to tell us why your truck has been seen
constantly driving past Darcy Rowland’s house?”
“I don’t know who she was so how would I know where her house is?” Gordon insists.
“She lived at 3815 Poplar Street,” Schneider advises, adding, “Does that ring a bell?”
“No,” Gordon replies, glancing into the house. Turning back, he adds, “But I take a shortcut through
some residential streets to get back and forth from work, just to get away from the traffic. Poplar might be
one of them.” He pauses. “At least, I used to, before I quit.” He thinks for a moment and asks, “Didn’t you say
this was two nights ago?”
”Yes,” Lewis replies.
“That morning I quit work,” Gordon observes. “Coincidence, huh?”
“Maybe not,” Schneider suggests, ignoring the brief smile from Gordon and peeved that a murder sus pect would even attempt humor.
Gordon bristles as it’s becoming clear to him that these detectives consider him capable of murder.
Lewis asks, “Mr. Schell, why don’t you accompany us downtown? We have some more questions we’d like
to ask you.”
“I don’t know how you came to the conclusion that I may have murdered this woman,” Gordon
protests, his anger rising, “but you’re sadly mistaken, and, unless you have a warrant for my arrest, I don’t
have to answer any questions from you.” He looks from one detective to the other. “So, got that warrant?”
Lewis states, “No, but we thought you’d want to co-operate–”
“I’m sorry to hear what happened to that woman,” Gordon interrupts, adding, “but you’re wasting my
time as well as yours. I haven’t killed anyone. I’m not that kind of person, so if you’ll excuse me, I have a
very important interview for a job, and I do not intend to be late.” Gordon steps back and closes the door.
Schneider glances to his partner and asks, “Now what?”
Lewis looks up to the sky and glances around the trailer park. “Now we camp out and wait, and we’re
not going to hide, either,” he advises his partner and both step off the porch to walk to their car.
….
The shadows from the afternoon sun grow longer as the signal of the approach of evening. In the living room of the Schell trailer, all of the family save Rosita are gathered. Melanie and Melinda sit in the easy
chair watching a PBS show. Gordon has searched through his books and Mark holds the hard copy selec tion his father deemed suitable for his seven-year-old son as they sit together on the sofa. Mark reads
aloud in a low tone and Gordon listens attentively. When Mark stumbles on a word from David Copperfield,
Gordon patiently pronounces it and explains its meaning, often in the context of the sentence, paragraph
and story, and Mark listens closely, nods his head and returns his father’s ever-present smile.
A car with an obvious need for a new muffler can be heard outside. Excited, Melinda screams, “Mom my!” The car goes silent and a few seconds later the door opens and Rosita enters, smiling. Melinda hops
from the easy chair and runs to her mother and Rosita drops on one knee to hug her daughter.
“Hi, Mom,” Melanie says.
“Hey, Mom,” Mark says, after handing the book to his father.
Gordon places a strip in the book before closing it and leans back on the sofa, smiling at his wife. Rosita looks at him, bites her lip before smiling broadly, and asks, “Have you kids been minding your father?”
Melanie smiles as she asks, “You mean our newly-employed father?”
“That’s the one,” Rosita answers, glancing to her daughter, while Gordon looks smug.
“You know Dad has no rules, Mom,” Mark offers. “He just lets us run wild.”
“I don’t think so, little boy,” Rosita scoffs.
“Nice try, kiddo,” Gordon says, smiling at his son, “but your Mom knows.”
Mark snaps his fingers, shaking his head. Rosita moves to Melanie and bends down to give her a kiss.
She passes her husband on the sofa and bends down to give Mark a kiss. When she stands up, she turns
away from the sofa and walks into the bedroom hall.
“Where’s mine?” Gordon asks.

Rosita flips her head back to her husband and says, “You’ll get yours.” As she disappears down the hall
she calls back, “Where’s your patience?”
“Outside, drooling with the rest of my emasculated self, I suppose,” he calls back. A moment later, he
adds in a lower tone, “Story of my life, though. I gotta remember; don’t get excited, because with you, it’s
‘hurry up and...wait.’”
From the back bedroom of the trailer comes her answer, “Like I said, you’ll get yours.”
Outside, three police cars with flashing lights converge quickly before the Schell trailer. The detectives
emerge from their black sedan and run up the stairs to pound on the trailer door.
Inside, Gordon sees and hears the commotion and wonders aloud, “What the hell is that?” The door
shakes with the pounding, so Gordon gets up, walks to the door, opens it, and the detectives, along with
several of the other officers, rush in. The three children retreat from the door, fearful, and Melanie yells at
the officers while Melinda screams, “Daddy! Mommy!” Mark cowers, wide-eyed, on the sofa.
“Gordon Schell,” Lewis advises, as he reaches for Gordon with his right hand, displaying a pack of paper in his left. “We have a warrant for your arrest for the murder of Darcy Rowland. Turn around, please.”
Rosita runs from the back bedroom, pulling a T-shirt down over her bra, and yells, “What the hell is
going on? What is this about?”
“Mrs. Schell?” Lewis asks, turning in her direction.
Almost hysterical, Rosita screams, “What are you doing with my husband?” She watches them put
handcuffs on Gordon with his arms behind him. “What murder? My husband couldn’t kill a bug, let alone a
person!”
“Please stay out of this, Mrs. Schell,” advises Schneider, as he moves toward her to put himself between her and Detective Lewis attempting the arrest.
She yells back at the officers, “I will not stay out of it! You tell me what this is about! What murder?”
Lewis calmly replies, “We’re arresting your husband for the murder of Darcy Rowland two nights ago.”
“Are you on crack?” she screams back, trying to move closer and being held back slightly by Detective
Schneider. “Two nights ago, my husband was home all night with me and the children. You’re making a big
mistake!”
Lewis is now angered with the crack remark and states, “That may be, Mrs. Schell, but we have
enough evidence to arrest him now and we’re gonna get to the bottom of this.” He swings Gordon around
and pulls him to the door as Schneider motions to one of the officers to intervene with Rosita. Immediately
he follows his partner outside.
Detective Lewis begins reciting legal rights, but Gordon doesn't listen. Instead he shouts back to his
wife, trying to turn to face her but restrained by the considerably bigger and stronger detective, “It’s gonna
be all right, babe.” Pulled clumsily so that he nearly stumbles down the porch steps, he yells even louder,
“They’ll see this is just a mistake.”
Detective Schneider turns back to Rosita and says, “We also have a warrant to search this trailer and
Gordon Schell’s truck for the murder weapon or other evidence, so please stay out of our way or we’ll ar rest you for obstructing this investigation. Is that understood, Mrs. Schell?”
Rosita steps over to the sofa, kneels before it and puts her arms out for her kids. With resignation, she
sighs, “I just want you out of our home.”
….
“That’s the thing,” Gordon says. “I can’t picture where Poplar Street is.”
“You got a fairly unique license plate?” Delbert inquires.
“Maybe,” Gordon says. “P E C 4 U, Peace for you.”
“The prosecution has another witness from the neighborhood who says she saw your truck parked in
front of the victim’s house about two and a half months ago,” Delbert continues, reading from the com plaint, “on a Saturday, for most of the afternoon.”
Gordon thinks for a moment but shakes his head. “I can’t think of why I would be there, but I did install some software on a client’s system about that time.” He looks at Delbert. “How is this witness so sure

it was my truck?”
“Well, that’s the thing, Gordon,” Delbert answers, slowly. “She remembers your license plate because
she thought it was …” He looks at the complaint and completes his sentence, “’neat. P E C 4 U, Peace for
you.’ That’s what she said, exactly.”
“Shit!” Gordon says. “I can’t remember her name. I only talked to her a couple times and never since I
installed that software. I haven’t seen a picture of her. Have they got a picture of the victim?”
Delbert gets up quickly and says, “I’ll ask the detectives if they have one. I’ll be right back.” As he
opens the door he advises, “Don’t answer anything until I get back.”
Gordon nods.
When Delbert returns, he’s carrying a wallet-size picture in his left hand. He sits down opposite Gordon and hands him the picture, saying, “That’s Darcy Rowland, the victim.”
Gordon looks at the picture and his eyes start to mist. “I didn’t know it was her.”
“So, you do know her?” Delbert asks, growing disappointed.
Gordon drops his right arm slowly to the table and lets the picture fall from his grip. Somber and in a
repressed tone, he states, “She’s the billing manager for Emerald Medical Clinics, Inc.” Slowly, he turns to
face Delbert and adds, “was.”
Delbert asks, “And you went to her house to install that software?”
“Yes.”
Delbert thinks for a moment. “That would explain your fingerprint that they found in her house,” he
says.
“I’ll bet they’ll find more than one,” Gordon says, shaking his head. “I was there for almost four hours.”
Delbert brightens suddenly. “If this was work-related, your employer should have a record of it for
corroboration. That would be good!”
Gordon bows his head when he says, “I did it on my own. The company knew nothing about it.” Lifting
his head he adds, “I felt bad about how we were treating this client and she had always defended my work.
I liked her. She needed help getting connected from home so I said I would help her.”
“That’s not good,” Delbert says. “Does anybody know about it? A colleague? Your wife?”
Gordon shakes his head. “I couldn’t tell anybody at work. Performing work for a client on your own is
grounds for automatic dismissal.” Gordon looks away before he continues. “My wife thinks I went to visit
some friends to watch a ball game and drink beer.”
“So, she doesn’t know the truth?” Delbert asks.
“No.”
“May I ask why you told her a lie?” Delbert asks, probing his client's face.
“If I told her I was going over to a single woman’s house for most of the afternoon, she would have
flipped out,” Gordon explains. “My wife can be a very jealous woman. She’s a hot-blooded Mexican with a
temper you want to avoid if you’ve ever been subjected to it.”
Delbert ponders for a moment. “Maybe, I can dig up some phone records from your former employer.”
He looks at Gordon with serious gravity. “I gotta tell ya, Gordon, we’re in a bad situation here. They’ve got
enough evidence, if it’s not refuted properly, to convince a jury to convict.” He pauses to let that sink in and
asks, “Is there anything you’re forgetting?”
Gordon rubs his forehead. “That’s everything. All I did was help her install that software to connect to
her work system from home. Nothing else.”
Delbert looks at the complaint one more time. “The detectives claim you said you didn’t know who
she was or where she lived. Is that right?”
Gordon straightens as he answers, “She was never the main contact for that client and I only spoke
with her twice before I went to her house. Emerald Clinics is a local franchise in North Carolina. The client
was Intercoastal Healthcare, a national group with more than a dozen clinical corporations like Emerald.
She played a very small role in everything I did with that client.” He looks at Delbert, frustrated, and says,
“So, I didn’t remember her name. How is that a crime?”
“It leaves the impression that you were hiding something,” Delbert advises. “We’ll have to convince the
jury otherwise.”

Gordon is worried now and says, “You’re making it sound like they’re definitely going to try me, Delbert, but I didn’t do it.”
“Unless they find the real killer before then, the DA’s office is under enormous pressure from the press
and public to find someone, anyone, to try.” Delbert shakes his head. “The victim was brutally tortured before she was finally killed and everyone wants blood.” He looks straight at his client. “Apparently, yours will
do.” He stands up. “The detectives want to interrogate you and I’ll be here the whole time. Are you ready?”
Gordon looks up. “Yes,” he says. Quickly, he asks, “They’re not going to release me, are they?”
“No,” comes Delbert’s simple answer as he exits the room.
– from chapters Interview with a Witness, The Future Past, The District Attorney's Advice, The Snare is
Set, pages 38-39, 41-43, 51-52, 54-55, 57-59, 62-64
Melinda reaches for her glass of milk, glancing at her mother, and her hand tips the glass of milk over
on the table. She looks at the mess, cries, “Mommy,” and begins to sob.
Rosita puts her arm around Melinda and consoles her with, “It’s alright, baby.”
Mark jumps up from the table, announcing, “I’ll get it, Mom.” He grabs the paper towels from the
counter and mops up the spilled milk while Rosita watches him with new appreciation.
When dinner is finished and the dishes washed, Rosita stands at the sink drying the dishes and placing them in the cupboard. She stares out the window as she grabs a glass from the strainer. As she turns it
with her hands against the towel, it slips from her grasp and shatters in the sink. Melanie runs into the
kitchen and the other two appear quickly behind her, but stand back between the kitchen and the living
room, worry on their faces. Rosita bows her head and cries as Melanie steps up to her, puts her arm
around her mother’s waist and softly tells her, “Here, Mom, come and sit down at the table. I’ll pick this up
and I’ll be real careful with the glass.” She guides her mother to a chair at the table, holds her as she sits
down, and turns to the sink.
….
Late that afternoon, Delbert T. Prescott arrives at the courthouse, a gray stone monolith of classic architecture rising six floors above street level. He parks his dented Taurus and shuts the engine off. Reaching into an inside pocket of his wrinkled gray suit jacket, he removes a flask. He glances in both directions,
opens the flask and downs a swig. He caps it, quickly replaces it to the inside pocket, reaches into a side
pocket and removes a breath spray. He squirts the spray in his mouth and places it back in the pocket.
Drawing a deep breath, Delbert scoops his satchel of chaos from the passenger seat, opens the door
and squeezes out. Flicking the lock button on the door panel, he slams the door shut and briskly walks
across the parking lot to the steps leading to the building’s entrance. He jogs up the many steps, past the
Roman columns, through the automatic doors and to the elevator, where he punches the Up arrow button.
When the elevator door opens, he steps inside and punches the number 3. On the third floor, he hurries to
his right.
In one of the courtrooms, Gordon sits at a thick oak table to the left by himself, a county officer stand ing next to the table to his left. He surveys the audience, a group of about fifteen, mostly reporters with
notebooks and pens at the ready.
Sharon Pilot commands the table to Gordon’s right, her manner prim and proper. A male assistant
from the District Attorney’s office sits to her immediate right, his papers neatly arranged before him,
though he is engrossed in discovering a more perfect arrangement.
Sitting at a level above all others behind the bench is Judge Mildred Benjamin, a rather large, somewhat rotund, black woman in her fifties, appearing quite annoyed. To no one in particular, she asks, “Does
the defendant have counsel?”
“Yes, your honor,” replies Sharon in a calm, business-like tone.
“Then counsel is late,” Judge Benjamin states. She turns to the stenographer and adds, “When will
these attorneys learn I cannot tolerate tardiness, Beth?”
The woman to whom the Judge’s question is directed just shrugs her shoulders as she sits patiently

off to the left of the justice bench. Suddenly, the doors at the back of the courtroom burst open as Delbert
struggles with his satchel to close the door. The officer at the back of the courtroom standing guard at the
doors steps to Delbert’s rescue and closes the doors for him as Delbert races to the defendant’s table.
Sharon betrays no expression, but her assistant tries to cover a smirk and Gordon glances to the ceiling as
though appealing to the gods to intervene.
Judge Benjamin scowls, “Mr. Prescott, so nice to have you with us.” She turns to the officer at the back
and adds, “John, thank you for assisting our public defender.” The officer smiles, knowing exactly what’s
coming next. Judge Benjamin turns back to Delbert, still making his way to the defendant’s table. “As for
you, Mr. Prescott, you are late, once again, and, once again, I don’t want to hear an excuse. You will not be
late for my court again. Is that understood?”
“Yes, your honor,” Delbert says, contritely. He places his satchel on the table and adds, “The defense is
ready.”
Judge Benjamin looks to the District Attorney’s table. She asks, “Ms. Pilot, are you ready to proceed
with this arraignment?”
“Yes, your honor, the state is ready to proceed,” Sharon says and stands up. She adjusts her immaculate royal blue business suit and instinctively pulls her matching skirt down.
Gordon looks grim when he hears the judge ask, “How does the defendant plead?” He turns to his
right and listens as Delbert states, standing at attention, “Not guilty, your honor.”
Sharon stares straight ahead as the judge asks, “What is the state’s recommendation for bail for the
defendant?”
Wearing an expression of stern disgust, District Attorney Sharon Pilot replies, “Due to the horrid,
graphic nature of the crime, your honor, the state recommends bail be set at one million dollars. Though
the defendant has no criminal record, we do consider him a flight risk.”
Judge Benjamin states, “I agree. Bail for the defendant is set at one million dollars.” She slams the gav el down.
Delbert leans over to Gordon and whispers, “That means your get out of jail card will cost a hundred
grand.”
“Thanks,” Gordon says, sarcastically, “I’m sure my truck’ll cover it.”
….
Rosita steps toward him and around the children as Gordon stands up. She slides her arms around his
neck, pulling him toward her and kissing him passionately. Gordon steadies himself and slips his arms
around her waist, pulling their bodies together. After a few moments, she tilts her head back and says, “I
can’t sleep at all. I keep waking up…” Her speech drifts off unfinished.
Gordon puts his right finger against her mouth and says, “Sshh. Let’s not talk about that. We don’t
have much time and we need to talk about how you can take care of things for a while.”
“They’re not serious about going to trial, are they?” she asks. “You were home with us the whole
night,” she protests, loud so that even the deputies pause to look at her.
“They’re not putting any stock in that,” Gordon says. “They know I was in that woman’s house.”
Anger crosses Rosita's face as she demands, “What woman’s house?”
“The woman who was murdered,” Gordon says, glancing briefly to the ground.
“Goddamit, Gordon!” Rosita shouts, squeezing his arm so hard he grimaces. “Why were you at some
other woman’s house?”
“I installed some software for her on a Saturday a few months back,” Gordon tries to assure her.
“And that’s it?”
“Yes, that’s it.”
“Why didn’t you tell me?” Rosita demands, her anger still high.
“Tell you that I’m going to another woman’s house to install software for free and watch you throw a
fit, just like you’re doing now?” Gordon counters.
“So you lied to me,” Rosita spits, “told me you were going out with some of your friends, but now

you’re telling me the truth and I’m supposed to feel better?” She steps back, her eyes burning.
Sheepishly, guiltily, Gordon replies, “I can’t take any of that back and I’m not trying to make you feel
better. I’m trying to tell you what happened.”
“Well,” Rosita states, her head high but glowering at him, “now that you’ve had time to sit in a jail cell,
have you considered that, if you had told me the truth from the beginning, you wouldn’t be in this mess?
We wouldn’t be in this mess?”
Gordon turns away from her, steps to a chair nearby and slumps onto it. He looks to his wife sorrowfully, dejectedly. Staring at the floor, he mumbles, “I made a mistake, yes. To avoid your jealous wrath and
your incessant demand for a thorough explanation, I lied to you. I didn’t trust that you would understand
that I was only installing software for this woman because the company wouldn’t do it, just as you can’t
seem to trust me around any women.” He looks up to her hopefully. “Can we not beat each other up about
this now, please? We have to talk about money, cuz you’re gonna need it.”
Rosita shakes her head and says, sarcastically, “That’s a nice piece of work.” Her gaze is piercing as she
bitterly suggests, “Now it’s my fault that you lied to me?”
….
Time is fleeting, Gordon thinks, as he is led to his seat at the defendant’s table through the labyrinth of
corridors and stairways that terminate in the back of the courtroom. An agonizing four months have
passed at a crawl, yet Gordon perceives it accelerating. He briefly wonders if his perception is influenced
only by his daily regimen of the unchanging same old thing. Entering the courtroom, he immediately finds
the sultry figure of the dark-haired beauty he married, sitting ramrod straight in the second row behind
his table. Gordon smiles easily at her, unconcerned about any others, and Rosita forces a smile in return.
….
In the witness box sits a tall white man of average build, erect and still, wearing conservative but un spectacular business attire. As Sharon Pilot stands, the man, who appears to be in his mid-forties, adjusts
his glasses. From behind the prosecution’s table, Sharon addresses the witness, “So, you found more than
twenty full or partial prints matched to the defendant?”
“Yes,” the man replies in a dull monotone.
“Now, this is very important,” Sharon advises, as she slowly steps from behind her table toward the
witness box. “Did you find any prints in the bedroom, the room where the murder was committed?”
“Absolutely,” the man replies confidently.
Rosita’s calm repose gives way to anger, and her eyes narrow as she glances to the ground to hide her
reaction. She listens as the man states, “There was a partial left palm print on the vanity and an index and
middle fingerprint on the bedpost. There were some smudged prints on the bedpost, too.” When Rosita
lifts her head, the witness has fixed his gaze on her.
– from chapters Home Without Father, The Legal Train Leaves the Platform, The Family That Stays Together, The Trial Commences, pages 66, 70-71, 73-75, 78-80
At the dining room table, next to the kitchen, plates and dishes from lunch have already been re moved. Darcy and Gordon sit across the table from the other, a glass of lemonade before each. Gordon
comments, “Yeah, I remember being a little confused when I tried to reach you at work using the name the
company had for you and being told by the receptionist that it was something else.”
Glancing away with a frown and attempting to hide a lingering bitterness, Darcy responds, “After I
kicked his ass out, I had to take my maiden name back. I didn’t want to have anything to do with him.”
“Oh, I can understand that for sure,” Gordon agrees, his head bobbing, “but going after another woman
in his situation is just stupid. I mean, you’re a very attractive woman, if I may–”
“You may,” Darcy interrupts, smiling coyly.
Gordon smiles back. “Anyway, you are an attractive woman, so I’m wondering, what the hell he was

thinking going after another woman? Were you two having any...problems?”
Darcy peers into his face as she replies, “I know what you mean by problems, so, no, there wasn’t any
of that, every other night, at least. But, you see, he wasn’t thinking at all. He was letting his cock do his
thinking for him.”
Gordon turns away, partially to hide the uncomfortable identification with her assessment. “Was the
divorce messy?” he asks, curious but still avoiding her gaze.
“He tried to make it so,” Darcy smiles with great satisfaction, “but I hired a very aggressive attorney
and I got what I wanted from the bastard. Since then, though, he occasionally threatens me with this and
that.”
“Do you get the police involved?” he asks, turning to look at her with concern.
“Don’t have to,” Darcy assures him and stands suddenly. She walks to a desk to her right, opens a
drawer and removes a large pistol, swinging it around to Gordon.
“Shit!” Gordon exclaims, pushing his chair back. “Is that thing loaded?”
Darcy points it to the ceiling and smiles wickedly. “Sure is, and I know how to use it, too. I go to the
range every week.”
“Well, let me assure you, madam,” Gordon says, playfully, “that I am a very nice man who wouldn’t
harm a fly, well, almost never, and that I have a wife and three children and represent absolutely no threat
to you whatsoever, so you can put that cannon away, thank you.”
Darcy laughs as she returns the pistol to its resting place. “Oh, it’s not for you, but if that fucking coward ever shows his face on my porch again, I’ll be ready.”
“Somehow, I don’t think it would be wise to mess with you.”
“It doesn’t pay to, as my ex-husband discovered,” Darcy advises.
….
A young and slight woman sits in the witness stand as Sharon slides out from behind the prosecution
table, asking, “Were you jogging that night?”
The woman, her plain appearance almost calculated to avoid attention, shyly answers, “Yes,”
“Do you always jog that late at night?” Sharon asks.
“Only when it’s been hot during the day,” the jogger slowly replies, “or when I don’t get an opportunity
to do so during the day. I don’t mind being out at night in the neighborhood. It’s usually a very quiet, se date place to be.”
“Now, do you remember what happened as you approached Poplar Street?” Sharon inquires.
“Can’t forget it,” the jogger replies firmly. “A man turned down the sidewalk from Poplar on the street
where I was jogging and I immediately did not like the way he looked. I jogged into the street and kept my
eye on him the whole time, even looked around behind me when I passed him.”
Sharon steps right up to the stand, sets her hand on the rail and asks, “Did you get a good look at
him?”
“I passed him right under the streetlight, yes,” she insists.
Sharon turns to the jury as she asks, “Is that man here in this courtroom today?”
“There’s no doubt in my mind,” the jogger insists further.
Still looking at the jury, Sharon asks, “Can you point to him?”
“He’s sitting over at that table,” the jogger replies, pointing at Gordon. “His hair’s shorter and he’s
clean-shaven, but that’s him.”
Still scanning the jury, Sharon states, “Let the record show that the witness is pointing to the defendant, Gordon Schell.”
….
Darcy’s face flashes anger as she stares at Gordon but she doesn’t respond immediately. After a few
moments, she states, “Maybe you just don’t like white women. Maybe you prefer Mexicans. After all,

they’re ready to roll in the hay at the merest suggestion, and they’re easier to control, probably because
this isn’t their country and they’re just naturally afraid of being discovered being here illegally and being
sent back.”
Gordon leans back and sits up straight. Disgusted, he shakes his head and says calmly, “That’s asinine.”
As she leans way back from Gordon, Darcy shakes her head with an aggravated frown. “It would be
asinine if it wasn’t true so damn often. You men are all alike.”
Gordon shakes his head and looks around the bar, preferring to ignore her last remark and wondering
how their friendly, casual, flirting conversation turned to this.
“Where were you today?” she asks.
Gordon turns back to look at her, frowning. He says, “I had a meeting with my supervisor this morning
to determine if the setup we’ve been testing with your company was going to be formally adopted or rejected.”
Darcy looks back with as big a frown, saying, “I’m not going to want to hear this, am I?”
Gordon glances away as he says, “I think he knew I recommended and installed software to connect
remotely from your house, though he didn’t say anything.”
With complete disdain, Darcy shakes her head and comments, “Yep. I don’t want to hear this.”
Gordon continues, “He refused to accept my documentation to begin the formal development process
and told me I had to roll back my setup, so I quit right there.”
Darcy still shakes her head and says, “Well, that explains why everyone was in a panic today and all
the higher-ups were in meetings.” Seething, she leans forward and adds, “Now, because you couldn’t keep
it together, billing is going to go back to a disaster.” She shakes her head. “You’re not a partial fuck-up,
you’re the complete, real deal.”
Gordon starts to get up from the booth seat, saying, “I didn’t have any choice.”
Darcy watches him get up and states, in a louder voice that all can hear, “I want to thank you for making my life more miserable than it already was. Now, I’ll have to call your office and convince them that you
were incompetent to begin with and that your little trip to my house was all your idea, that you assured me
that it was no problem.”
Gordon stops abruptly and turns around. “They won’t believe you.”
Darcy smiles wickedly. “Oh, they’ll believe me, because you don’t have any credibility with them or us.
I’ll make sure you never get a good reference from us.” Gordon starts to walk away again but stops when
Darcy adds, “And, for good measure, I should call your wife and let her know about your trip to my house,
but, of course, you’ve already told her because you tell her everything, don’t you?” Gordon stands still but
makes no acknowledgment. After a few moments, he takes one more step, but stops when he hears Darcy
shout, “Oh, so you didn’t tell her, did you? Well, what she doesn’t know won’t hurt her, right, Gordon?”
He walks over to the bar and pulls out some bills and flips two twenties on the bar toward Edward,
asking, “Will that cover it?”
“And then some,” Edward replies.
“Keep it,” Gordon advises and walks out through the door to the sidewalk, turns right and disappears.
….
Delbert peers at Gordon, who refuses to look back at him. He says, “You’re still hiding something from
me. What is it?”
After some time, Gordon turns his head to look directly at Delbert, and angrily says, “I blocked it out
okay? Is that what you want to hear? I blocked it out like I block out a lot of things. If I think you don’t need
to know, you won’t.” He lowers his head and his tone is calmer as he adds, “If Rosita doesn’t need to know,
she won’t.”
Delbert nods his head, like he understands now. He says, “Please don’t tell me you did this to protect
Rosita.”
Gordon replies slowly, deliberately, “You don’t know what it’s like to be married to her. You don’t know
her like I do. You don’t know how insecure she is, how racked with self-doubt she is.” He pauses and draws

a long breath. “And how much that contributes to her jealousy.”
Delbert looks confused as he asks, “So, this is all about her jealousy?”
“No, that’s just the tip,” Gordon continues, slowly, deliberately. “That’s just her reaction if I look at another woman, if another woman shows me the slightest interest.” He is silent for a moment, until he adds,
“It comes from a place much deeper than that.”
“I’m still listening.”
“When she first came here from Mexico, she had to trust people she didn’t know.” Gordon takes a sip
of water from a cup before him. “She met another Mexican boy here, liked him, trusted him. She considered him her boyfriend, he was showing her how to make it in the Anglo world, until…” He is silent for a
moment, and looks directly into Delbert’s eyes. “…he sexually abused her, he raped her. Do you know how
many people in this world know Rosita was sexually abused?” he asks, choking some as he poses the ques tion.
“No. Tell me.”
“Four people. Rosita, the boyfriend, me,” Gordon replies, “and you’re the fourth.” He pauses before
adding, “Do you know what it’s like to live with a woman who was sexually abused?”
“No. Enlighten me.”
“When you live with a woman who was sexually abused, it’s almost like you’re victimized, too.”
“That’s a little drastic, don’t you think?” Delbert asks, skeptically.
Gordon narrows his eyes and bitterly spits, “When you live every waking moment in pure dread that
something you’ll say, something you’ll do that day, will trigger a memory of that event, that incident, that
man?”
“That’s still not as drastic as what she went through,” Delbert counters.
Gordon shakes his head and looks at Delbert in disdain as he says, “So it shouldn’t matter that you’ll
always be considered the enemy simply because you’re a man, just like he was?”
“I still don’t see it,” Delbert says, softer, trying to understand.
“When she was so ashamed of it, like it was her fault, that she couldn’t even tell me about it until we
were married for a year and a half and she was pregnant with our first child?” Gordon takes another sip
from the cup. “That we can never afford counseling so she can get past the shame that she still feels to this
day?”
“I think I know–”
“You don’t know jack-shit about it,” Gordon interrupts. “You don’t know that her only instinct when
she realizes she was jealous for no reason is to give me her body, to make me have sex with her, because
that’s what every man wants, isn’t it? That why she was sexually abused, wasn’t it?”
“Sexual abuse is about power,” Delbert advises.
Gordon quickly adds, “And it’s a crime of violence, just like beating the crap out of somebody, or shoot ing them. It’s violent. It’s not about a man wanting sex, so convince Rosita.”
Silence ensues, broken by Delbert saying, “Let me see if I understand.” He pauses, collecting his
thoughts. “You have established a pattern with your wife, then, where you don’t share things that happen
in your life because you anticipate it will ‘set her off’, so to speak. So you’re not completely honest with
her–you block out those events–because it has proven useful in the past, since what she doesn’t know
won’t hurt her, right? Is that a fair assessment of your life with her?”
“Unfortunately, that’s pretty much how it’s evolved, yes,” Gordon agrees. “That’s a fair assessment, except for one thing.”
“What am I missing?” Delbert asks, leaning forward.
“I was going to split from Rosita–it wasn’t working out–until all that happened.”
“You mean when she told you she was pregnant and had been raped?” Delbert asks for clarification.
“Yes,” Gordon simply replies, his head bowed.
“So, you’ve been trapped in a less-than-ideal marriage with a wildly jealous wife,” Delbert observes.
He thinks for a moment and adds, “Would it surprise you, then, if I told you that Rosita knew you weren’t
with your friends that Saturday afternoon before you came home and less than a week later knew you
were at another woman’s house instead?” Incredulous, Gordon stares at Delbert, who just stares back,

frowning. He adds, “She knew all along, Gordon, even while you were playing that game.”
….
Judge Benjamin looks down at Rosita and asks, “Can you answer the question without causing yet an other disturbance, Mrs. Schell?”
Rosita looks proudly to the judge and replies, “Yes, I can, your honor.”
Judge Benjamin advises, “Please do.”
Rosita continues, “Just like a little boy, when my husband does something embarrassing or something
he shouldn’t be doing and he doesn’t get caught immediately, he’ll pretend like it never happened, like he
wasn’t there at all.”
Delbert looks a little suspicious as he asks, “Well, Rosita, how often does this take place?”
Rosita laughs for a moment and replies, “I love Gordon, but he’s a little boy every day.”
A woman shouts, “Amen,” and the courtroom erupts in laughter. Sternly, the judge bangs her gavel,
looking at Rosita, and shouts, “I’ll empty this courtroom at the next outburst. Do you understand me?” The
courtroom grows quiet and the judge says to Rosita, “Now, Mrs. Schell, you promised me.”
Rosita flashes a look of innocence as she replies, “I’m sorry, your honor, but I promised to tell the
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help me, God.”
The judge says, under her breath, “I could use His help now.” Looking to Delbert, she advises, “Counselor, you better get to a point very soon or you’ll try my patience.”
Delbert answers, “Yes, your honor, we’re getting there, I assure you.” He turns back to Rosita and asks,
“Why wouldn’t you still be mad at him after he came home and you knew he wasn’t truthful with you?”
Rosita thinks for a moment and replies slowly, “As much as I hate it when he’s not truthful with me, I
discovered long ago that he’s not a devious man. He doesn’t play around. Instead, in his little boy way, he’s
just over-protective.”
Delbert asks, “What do you mean by ‘over-protective?’”
“He’s trying to protect me from being hurt,” she replies. “He’s been that way ever since I told him.”
“Told him what?” Delbert probes.
Rosita looks down as she speaks in a lower tone, “When I was pregnant with our first child, I told him
that I was sexually abused,” and she pauses, looking up and around the room defiantly, “that I was raped
when I was fifteen.” A hush fills the courtroom and many of the women in the gallery focus squarely on
Rosita’s face, concern and empathy replacing much of the skepticism.
Delbert asks, “How did Gordon take that?”
Rosita looks to her husband, painfully, as she answers, “He was very quiet, not saying anything. Then,
he got up and came over to me, put his arms around me, and held me for hours.” She looks at Delbert and
continues, “Ever since, he’s been very protective of me. He tries very hard to keep me from being hurt.”
Delbert looks up, thinking, and asks, “Do you ever get jealous?” He pauses and looks at Rosita, adding,
“For instance, when you catch him looking at other women.”
Somewhat offended, Rosita answers, “I’m not jealous about that. I’m mad.”
Delbert interrupts, “So, you do get mad at him?”
“Yes,” Rosita confirms. “When I’m out with my husband, he needs to pay attention to me. I’m the love
of his life, not those other women.”
– from chapters A Saturday Afternoon, The Testimonial Parade, Chance Meeting, The Defense Confers
and Counters, pages 82-83, 87-88, 93-95, 97-99, 101-102
In a secluded room behind the courtroom, a short, slight man in his early thirties, sits in the middle of
one side of a table with eleven others scattered around it. He opens a piece of paper, looks it over and sets
it down next to a pile of small papers before him, and says, “That’s ten for conviction and two for acquittal.”
An older white man of average height and build sits across and to the left of the jury foreman, glances
down the table and comments disgustedly, “Who’s holding out here? This man had the motive–the victim
threatened his ability to gain employment–he knew his way around her house, he may have had some-

thing going on with the victim, he was seen at the scene of the crime when it happened, and I don’t believe
his wife, period.” The jury foreman nervously pushes the short locks of his black hair to his right but says
nothing.
An attractive woman with a shining dark complexion and stylishly short, straight hair, smartly
dressed, leans forward from the opposite end of the table from the older white man, staring straight at
him, and defiantly demands, “What have you got against his wife? You’ve been ripping on her since we
started.”
The older man focuses on the woman and snaps back, “Is she from here?”
The woman lifts her eyes to the ceiling in disbelief as she responds, “What does that have to do with
anything?”
The older man, a little calmer, replies, “I’ll ask it, again, and I’ll answer for you. Is she from here? No,
she’s from Mexico and came into this country illegally. Do you really think, if anyone asked her if she was
here legally, she replied, ‘No, I’m an illegal immigrant?’ Of course, not. But, when she married her husband,
she became legal, didn’t she? And, the prosecutor pointed out, correctly, that she worked at various jobs
before she married and she always stated that she was in this country legally. She’s lied before, my fellow
jurors, and you’re not going to convince me that she wouldn’t lie to save the man who put her in this coun try legally, and permanently.”
The faces of the jurors appear resolute. Most nod, though the black woman rubs her face with a look
of worry. One young man, of Latino appearance, sitting directly across from the smartly dressed woman,
looks down the table, turns his head back and away from the others and frowns.
….
Judge Benjamin looks down from her bench severely at Gordon sitting at the defendant’s table. She
asks, “Gordon Schell, do you have anything you wish to say on your behalf?”
“Yes, your honor,” Gordon replies calmly.
“Please stand,” the judge advises and Gordon stands up behind the table.
“Your honor,” Gordon begins, “I understand what you, the victim’s relatives, the community, perhaps
the entire civilized world expects from me. To display remorse for an action that I never performed, however, is impossible and, on a personal level, repugnant. I will never do that, not in this life, not ever!”
Perhaps shocked by his defiance, Judge Benjamin gathers herself and returns a gaze of intense stern ness at Gordon. Finally, she speaks. “In light of that remark, Gordon Schell, I am now ready to pass sentenc ing upon you. For the most horrific torture and murder of Darcy Rowland, I sentence you to be executed by
lethal injection at the earliest possible date that the state of North Carolina can arrange. May God have
mercy on your soul.” She bangs the gavel down on the peg of her bench, stands and quickly exits the courtroom without looking at anyone.
….
The man soon approaches a desk situated just left of a closed office door with “Adam Sheehan” print ed on a plaque stuck to it. A tall, middle-aged woman with blond hair to her shoulders and wearing a red
dress to her knees is bent over slightly before a filing cabinet behind the desk, pulling files from a list she
holds in her left hand. When she hears the man approach the desk, she turns around, steps to her desk and
lays down the file in her right hand. As she reaches for the phone, the man asks, “Is Adam busy, Joyce?”
She smiles at him and punches a button as she says, “Not for you, Manny.”
She looks at the phone as a voice from the speaker says, “Yes, Joyce.”
Joyce replies, “Mr. Rodriguez is here, Mr. Sheehan.”
The voice from the speaker says, “Send him in.”
Manny smiles. “Thank you, Joyce.” Immediately, he steps to the door and reaches for the handle.
Joyce replies, “You’re welcome.” She turns away and steps back to the open filing cabinet.
Manny opens the door and enters the office. He focuses on the older man, near fifty with strands of

gray peppering his short brown hair, sitting behind a mahogany desk in an oversized leather chair. “What’s
up, Adam?” Manny asks in a friendly tone.
Adam Sheehan, his average height and build and sincere impression belying his status as the senior
partner of the law firm, gestures to one of the chairs surrounding his desk and says, “Have a seat, Manny.”
He waits for Manny to sit down and get comfortable before he continues. “We just got a new habeas cor pus, People of the State of North Carolina vs. Gordon Schell. The mandatory appeal is scheduled in ninety
days and I’m assigning you to the case.” He lifts from his desk a blue folder and hands it to Manny, who
reaches forward to take it. “That’s the brief filed by the prosecution, along with a summary of the trial pro ceedings, and the judgment. The full transcript and evidentiary documents are in several boxes in the
records room. Evan will help you get all that together.”
Without looking inside the folder, Manny asks, “What’s the prognosis, Adam? Are there grounds for
reversal for improper jury instruction, prejudicial misconduct, improper discovery, rights violations, improper search and seizure, witness tampering, anything?”
Adam shakes his head as he answers, “The intern who prepared the summary didn’t see anything obvious, but that’s why you’ll go over it, of course.”
“Well, of course, “Manny replies, jovially, smiling somewhat deviously, “don’t I always?”
“No complaints, here,” Adam agrees. “How was the art exhibition last night?”
“It went well,” Manny says, slouching comfortably. “There were quite a few people who dropped by,
and Sharona sold two pieces, which is not bad.”
“So when are you going to make an honest woman out of that beauty, Manny?” Adam teases.
“You keep asking me that same question, Adam,” Manny protests, smiling, “and I keep telling you the
same answer. We’re just good friends from our college days.”
“That’s what I always thought about Beatrice,” Adam muses, smiling back, “until I woke up one day
and realized I couldn’t live without her.”
“I still haven’t decided which one of you to believe,” Manny jokes. “Every time I hear Beatrice tell it,
she woke up one day and realized she couldn’t live without you.”
“Funny how that happens, isn’t it?” Adam asks, still smiling. He turns his head away while thinking
about something else. “I’m sure it was just a coincidence that it was the same day for both of us.” He turns
back to Manny and winks when he adds, “Maybe, some day both of you will wake up.”
– from chapters Rebuttals, Deliberation, Sentence With Conviction, The Big Bucks Cometh, pages 108,
111, 113-114
The guard takes the empty box and asks, when he looks back at Gordon, “How long’s it take for a
game?”
Gordon thinks for a moment and says, “Oh, anywhere from a half-hour to an hour; depends on the
hands, I guess.”
The guard shakes his head and says, “You won't have much time to play a game with anyone.”
Gordon puts both hands on the bars, leaning against them, and replies, “True. One hour in the exercise
yard isn’t much time.”
“Think any of the other Death Row boys play cribbage?”
“Don’t know,” Gordon replies. “You ever play cribbage, Big Man?”
“Nah,” the guard drawls, “where I come from, nobody’s ever heard of it.”
“I could teach you how to play, if you want,” Gordon offers. “It’s a simple game to learn but it takes a
little strategy to be good.”
The guard smiles, saying, “You’d probably whip me good every time.”
Gordon smiles, but hunches his shoulders, saying, “Sometimes, ya get lucky.”
….
Gordon Schell waddles in full leg and arm chains through the maze of corridors in the maximum security prison apprehensive about his coming confrontation. Over the last month he has listened to fellow

Death Row inmates, guards, studied law proceedings in the prison library and now knows the process
which is just beginning. His apprehension stems from years subjected to little appreciation, underestimation, ignoring and overlooking, enduring a complete lack of faith in him until he demonstrates conclusively
the failed merit of this initial judgment. All of this comes from the suits, those who are more formally edu cated than Gordon but have earned his thorough disdain and disregard, since he invariably leaves once it’s
clear that the expectations placed upon him have been blown away. After all, those who cannot believe in
him do not deserve his presence.
Apprehension dogs him as he makes his slow progress through the prison because he knows that he
will soon sit across from yet another suit and be subjected to yet another round of no appreciation, underestimation, ignoring and overlooking. How quaint, Gordon thinks. I just can’t wait. He feels a growing sense
of disdain and disrespect, an uncooperative attitude attaching itself to his conscious perception like a
leech sucking the life blood from him.
….
Manny looks back at Gordon for a moment, but an uncomfortable feeling overtakes him. He drops his
gaze to a pile of papers, searching for a particular one, and says, “I can sympathize with your plight, Gordon. May I call you Gordon?”
“You can call me shithead, if you want,” Gordon deadpans. “Just don’t expect to get my attention on a
crowded street, as if that’ll happen.”
“Gordon, I can sympathize, but, here, I found it, your courtroom comments were ill-advised. You challenged the judge and, really, gave her no choice but to pass a sentence of execution.”
“Sympathy from a lawyer,” Gordon laughs. “That would make a great Neil Young tune. I’ll have to write
him a letter.”
“Didn’t your counsel advise against that sort of outburst?”
“Of course the lawyer advised against it,” Gordon shoots back, offended. “So did my wife and everybody else.” He adds in a mocking voice, “Throw yourself at the mercy of the court! Say anything, so long as
you save your life!” He pauses to look at Manny, and continues, suddenly calmer. “There are two sides to
this conflict, the entire state of North Carolina versus me, and each side has obligations. Twelve impartial
jurors didn’t believe in me and rendered their verdict, the judge issued the sentence, and I could have done
a lot of things.”
“But your outburst forced the state to sentence you to death, Gordon,” Manny advises.
“Like I said, I could have done a lot of things,” Gordon replies. Contritely, he adds, “I’m sorry, I forgot
your name. I’m not good with names.”
“Manny Rodriguez. You can call me Manny.”
“Is your given name Manuel?”
“Yes.”
“I’ll call you Manuel. I always call my wife Rosita, never Rosie, or Rose, always Rosita.” He pauses and
looks at Manny. “I could have begged for my life, yes, Manuel. But if I want to retain any dignity as a human
being, I must insist on my innocence and never, never, express remorse for an act I did not commit. Let me
ask you a question.”
“Okay,” Manny agrees, smiling.
“Did your mother ever accuse you of something one of your brothers did?”
“Yes,” Manny confesses, “more times than I can count, probably.”
“Did you ever plead for her mercy and confess, because you knew she was absolutely convinced and
there was no hope of her changing her mind, so, at least, the punishment might be lessened?”
“No,” Manny says, thinking, “and I would take my brother’s punishment anyway, but I would always
maintain my innocence.” Manny looks straight in Gordon’s eyes until Gordon looks away briefly. When Gordon returns his gaze, his eyelids are narrow and his expression is severe and Manny is suddenly im pressed. Softly, Manny adds, “I see your point.”
“Good,” Gordon replies, with a thin smile. “That makes two of us.”

Manny glances at some notes on the table. “What about the evidence they found in your car? How do
you think that got there if you didn’t commit the crime?”
“I would imagine that the real murderer or an accomplice put it there.”
Manny leans forward. “That would imply that you were set up,” he states. “Haven’t you thought about
who would hate you enough to set you up for murder?”
Gordon leans back in his chair and calmly replies, “Everyone has enemies, real or perceived. That’s
life.” He smiles warmly as he pauses a moment. “Everyone builds defenses for that very reason, creating a
safety and security zone. We even do it collectively and alter the world in the process, even though it’s just
an illusion.”
Manny appears confused but smiles and says, “You lost me. What does that have to do with being set
up for murder?”
Gordon smiles widely. “Have you ever seen a picture of the continent we call North America from a
satellite photo?” he asks.
Manny stares at Gordon with visible skepticism. “Of course I’ve seen that. Most everyone has.”
Gordon raises his eyebrows as he demands, “Ever notice what’s missing?”
Manny shakes his head as he replies, “Nothing’s missing, Gordon. It’s all fairly straightforward.”
“You weren’t paying attention,” Gordon counters. “That nearly straight line which runs from the Great
Lakes to the Pacific and separates what we call Canada and the United States on maps doesn’t appear in
satellite photos, because it doesn’t exist. It’s a fiction, an illusion some men dreamed up years ago and we
accept as reality today, but it’s not real. It’s nothing more than an imaginary boundary, a limitation, meant
to keep us safe and secure and ordered, but it only serves to keep us separated, divided and apart.”
Impatiently, Manny drops his pen on his notepad, having lost desire to take any further notes. He
leans back in his chair and crosses his arms defiantly. “What does that have to do with you being set up for
murder?” he demands.
“Nothing, Manuel,” Gordon calmly replies, “but you were taking notes and I thought I should remind
you that not all appears as it should be.”
Manny shakes his head slowly. “Those lines denote nations, countries.”
“Those lines denote tribal boundaries,” Gordon argues, “and with more detail, more lines and more
tribal boundaries. Sure, the tribes have grown bigger, more complex, more sophisticated, but they’re still
tribes. We still use ‘chief’ to designate the leader, like Chief Executive Officer, Commander in Chief, but
they’re all tribes and nothing more. Tens of thousands of years have passed and we still behave like tribes.
We beat our chests, scream a war cry, yell, ‘My tribe is better than your tribe,’ and the lines on the map
change to denote the change in separation, division, apartness.”
Manny rubs his face but lifts his pen. “What are you getting at, Gordon?” he asks, softly.
“Those satellite photos are proof that this is nothing but a big, blue spaceship hurtling through the
void at sixty thousand miles an hour. Its fate is our fate. We are all locked in its grip, held here tightly to ensure that we are all in this together. Yet, we cling to our tribes and fight amongst our divisions as though
we truly believe that one tribe will win, our tribe. All along, there has only been one tribe, the tribe of human beings, but we were all separated long ago, and, even with the truth staring right at us, we hold on to
the fantasy of superiority and create more tribes daily, rejecting the one true tribe for new impostors.”
Manny finishes writing on his notepad and bows his head. He rubs his eyes while Gordon sits back in
his chair, calm, a wisp of a smile on his face. Manny states slowly, softly, “I think that, deep down, we all
know that we’re in this together.” He lifts his head to look at Gordon.
….
“Belief?” Adam asks, curious. “What belief?”
“I’ve got it here,” Manny replies, finding his place in the notes. “Belief is ‘the reasonable understanding
we create to fill in the gaps in our knowledge, what we don’t know or cannot know.’”
“Interesting,” Adam says, leaning back in his chair and rubbing his chin. “He said that?”
“Yes,” Manny replies, his face displaying the confusion he feels.

“So, Manny, tell me what you’re struggling with,” Adam coaxes. “Something else he said has you unset tled and I can tell.”
Having it squarely in his mind, Manny leans forward and sets the pad on Adam’s desk, interlaces his
fingers and leans on his elbows braced atop his legs. He wants Adam to understand his frustration, so he
states, “You know, Adam, I began by telling him that his comments before sentencing were ill-advised, so
he tells me that if he is to retain his dignity as an innocent man he’s not going to show any remorse for an
act he didn’t commit.”
“I’d heard about that comment from people I trust and I know Judge Benjamin. She’s an intelligent,
fair-minded woman, but you don’t challenge her in her courtroom.” Adam looks at Manny and lifts his right
hand. “Yesterday, I looked up the transcript so I could read it myself and, now, I understand Judge Benjamin’s sentence. He challenged her, but I’ve thought about the words he used. In over thirty years of practicing law and listening to colleagues, I have never heard a defendant justly convicted in a fair trial state
that to express remorse for his conviction is ‘personally repugnant.’ I have come to the conclusion that he’s
either the embodiment of diabolically clever evil or pure, unrestrained innocence. So, which one is he,
Manny?”
“That’s what I was trying to get at, Adam,” Manny complains in exasperation. “I asked him how I can
believe he’s innocent and he replied that he can’t make me believe anything.” Slowly, staring straight at
Adam for emphasis, he adds, “Then, he looked me straight in the eyes and said, ‘For all you know, I could’ve
killed her.’”
“And, so, we’re back to belief,” Adam observes.
“Exactly,” Manny agrees.
“But you haven’t decided yet, have you?”
Manny leans back in resignation. “Adam, he went on about tribal boundaries and philosophical mean derings-”
“As defense counsel,” Adam interrupts, “we’re not interested in our clients’ beliefs unless it’s pertinent
to the case. Is it?”
“No,” Manny replies, a measure of calm returning. “I don’t think it is.”
“Didn’t they discover some murder evidence in his vehicle?”
Manny nods his head. “He said that the real murderer or an accomplice must have put it there.”
….
Adam looks at Manny with a serious expression as he asks, “Do you believe Gordon Schell is
innocent?”
Manny drops his gaze and shakes his head slowly as he replies, “I don’t know what to believe about
him, Adam, other than he’s probably delusional.” Manny stops shaking his head and looks seriously at
Adam, who appears somewhat mystified. “He told me he was just a visitor, that he’s not from here, and
what he meant by ‘here’ is the planet Earth, Adam. What do you think?”
“You really want to know what I think, Manny?” Adam challenges his protégé.
“Yes.”
Adam thinks for a moment and calmly says, “The killer is not the ex-husband, so, if Gordon Schell is innocent,” and Adam pauses to gauge Manny’s reaction, which is a simple shrug of the shoulders, and adds,
“then, there’s a man in this community who looks so much like Mr. Schell they could easily be mistaken for
one another. This man is going to have a connection with the ex-husband, too, somewhere from their past.”
“How can you be so sure, Adam?” Manny asks.
“The likelihood of a human resources director with connections to organized crime is very low, in my
opinion, Manny,” Adam explains, “but the likelihood that the ex-husband met a man who is pathological
enough to commit this murder is much higher.”
Manny listens but remains unconvinced. “Of course, that is all based on the assumption of Gordon
Schell’s innocence,” he counters.
Adam nods his head and looks straight at Manny unflinchingly. “You’ve had direct contact with him,

Manny, and I respect that and any opinion you have derived. However,” Adam stands up to move to the
front of his desk and lean against it, looking down at Manny, “when a convicted killer can stand before a
court and claim that to show remorse for an act that he did not commit is ‘personally repugnant,’ I’m going
to pay attention. Would you like to know what one of the definitions for ‘repugnant’ is?”
“Sure,” Manny replies, a bit intrigued at Adam’s growing passion.
Adam smiles and states, “Characterized by contradiction and irreconcilability. This from a man who
knew exactly what he was doing.” Adam shakes his head demonstrably as he adds, “You can’t convince me
that a man of that intelligence is only smart enough to dispose of his disguise but leave the damning evidence from the crime scene under the front passenger seat of his truck, so I do believe he’s innocent, Manny. And you believe he’s delusional.”
“I would at least prefer that he undergo a psychiatric evaluation.”
“Then do it.”
Manny smiles at Adam, who hasn’t budged from leaning against the desk and looking down at him.
“You have more, don’t you?” he asks, good-naturedly.
“Absolutely,” Adam replies, equally good-naturedly as he crosses his arms.
“What else would you suggest I do?”
“We need to research every workplace, club, group and organization with which the ex-husband had
affiliations within the last ten or twelve years or so,” Adam advises. “What we need to find is a list of all the
men who were also affiliated at the same time. A roster with pictures would be best, because we’re looking
for a picture of a man who looks like Gordon Schell, enough that you can see the resemblance right from
the photo.”
“That’s going to be a lot of work, Adam,” Manny says.
“Would you feel better if the state executed an innocent man and you didn’t do anything to prevent
it?” Adam argues.
Manny drops his head and says, softly, “No, but I’m not as convinced as you.”
“Then, wait until the psychiatric evaluation comes back to clear him, if that will help convince you,”
Adam counters. “At that point, Manny, you’ll have your work cut out for you and you’ll have lost time that
you can’t get back. You can recruit some of the staff to help,” Adam offers, “but you’ll have to get on it.”
Manny smiles as he asks, “What if the psychiatrist finds him delusional and unfit?”
Adam returns the smile as he counters, “Then, you’ll be right and you finish the appeals process and
move on.” Adam leans forward over Manny and pats his left shoulder as he observes aloud, “We’ll see,
won’t we?” As he stands upright, Adam turns to gaze out the window.
….
Huddled in a small cinder block cubicle, Rosita sits in a chair while the children stand next to her,
wide-eyed and frightened. Immediately before her is a plexiglass window and to the side hangs a phone
receiver. On the other side of the window is an identical cubicle and phone receiver. Gordon steps up to the
chair on his side of the window, pulls the chair out, sits down and scoots it toward the table. Smiling, he
lifts the phone receiver from the hook and puts it to his ear. With an expression of grave concern, and remembering what Gordon had told her about their recording visitor conversations, Rosita lifts her phone
receiver, puts it to her ear, and, with a shaking voice, says, “I got your package the other day.”
Noting the concern on her face, and her tone of voice, Gordon calmly asks, “Which package was that?”
Rosita sets her purse in front of her. She barely reaches inside and lifts the top of a bill of United States
currency so that Gordon can see it. Still nervous and straining to keep her voice from cracking, she says,
“The one where you wrote all those notes,” and she pauses to shove the bill deep into her purse, adding,
“about your love for me. I just loved the–”
“Sentiment?” Gordon interrupts. “Was it too much?”
With her eyes widened, she looks down at her right hand, her fingers and thumb spread wide, as she
tries to regain her calm. Slowly, she says, “Not at all. I appreciate when you tell me you think of me a thousand times a day.”

Grasping her meaning, Gordon says, “I wish I could send you money, instead. I know you could use
that more, but they don’t pay diddly here.”
Alarmed at his reaction, Rosita carefully says, “I know you would, but the sentiment comes in handy.
It’s been a difficult time.”
In a deliberate tone, Gordon says, “Listen.” He stares in Rosita’s eyes and she stares back, afraid.
She lowers the headset and mouths, “O K.”
Gordon speaks very slowly as he says, “I’ve heard what people say about you and the kids. It’s not
right. Maybe, though, there are some people out there that we don’t know who are beginning to speak that
same sentiment. No matter. You hold on to that sentiment, keep it close at hand, use it sparingly, carefully,
since it’s for you and the children. Don’t let anyone know about it since it’s none of their business.”
Rosita shakes her head, still unconvinced. “Do you think that could happen?” she asks.
“Yes,” Gordon assures her. “It could be anyone at any time, but you can count on one thing. People hate
me, so sentiment will never come to you by my instigation.” Gordon looks hopefully at Rosita and she slow ly nods her head and lifts her eyes to his. Satisfied, he asks, “Have you had any more problems getting the
money for the stock?”
“No,” Rosita says softly. “We got the check two weeks ago. It was close to twenty thousand, Gordon.”
“Don’t spend it all in one place,” Gordon says, smiling.
Rosita’s expression does not change from concern and fear. She blurts, “I’m so scared, Gordon. This is
tearing me apart.”
Gordon says, calmly, “Imagine what I’m thinking every night.”
Rosita moans, “I miss your body next to me so much.”
Gordon looks away briefly as he says, “That’s what I’m thinking every night. Good guess.”
….
Rosita looks to her children but at none of them. She lets her arm holding the headset fall to the table.
Melanie taps her arm and Rosita focuses and hands her the headset. She scoots the chair back and softly
says, “Talk to your father.” She refuses to look back toward her husband.
Melanie moves to the spot her mother vacated and leans forward on the table, saying, “Hi, Daddy.”
“How’s my big girl?” Gordon asks, brightening.
“Scared,” Melanie replies. “Why are you even here, Daddy? You didn’t do this. You were at home with
us and Mommy. Why can’t they see that? What’s wrong with these people?”
Concerned, Gordon looks at his daughter and says, “Twelve people believed I did it.” Melanie had been
looking down at the table in anger, but looks up at her father as he adds, “In this life, Melanie, sometimes
the truth doesn’t matter to people. They just ignore it and believe what’s easiest for them to believe.” He
stops to look at her expression, determining whether she understood. “The truth is hard to find and sometimes harder to accept, but if you’ve already made up your mind, you’ll never find the truth.”
“It’s not fair.” Melanie sniffles as she bows her head.
“Look at me, Melanie,” Gordon commands and her daughter dutifully lifts her head to look in her fa ther’s face. “I know you’re not going to accept this, but I want you to remember what I’m going to tell you,
now. Promise?” Melanie nods her head. Slowly, Gordon says, “Things happen for a reason. We may never
know what that reason is. You’re going to be hurt by this, but it’s going to make you stronger and a better
person. It may take a long time, but you’ll be all right in the end. You’ll be better for it, unless you let it keep
you angry and mad. You can’t be angry and mad at ignorant people. You have to show them the better way.
Show them that the search for truth is harder but it’s far more rewarding.”
“Daddy,” Melanie chokes, her eyes misting, “I won’t remember that.”
“You’ll be all right,” Gordon says, softly. “I’ll be all right. Please don’t be angry at people who don’t
know what they’re doing.”
”That’s too much for me, Daddy,” Melanie complains. “I’m not a grown-up.”
“It’s not for now, Melanie,” Gordon explains. “You won’t be eleven forever, but there will be a day when
you’ll get it. I’m speaking to you for that day.”

….
Mark drops his head as he says, slowly, “I got into a fight at school.”
Gordon asks calmly, “What were you fighting about?”
Mark looks up at his father and his face displays anger as he says, “This boy, Carl, said you were noth ing but a rotten killer, and I told him he didn’t know anything about you, but he wouldn’t stop, so I hit him,
and we both started punchin’ and wrestlin’.”
“You got in trouble, didn’t you?” Gordon asks.
Mark hangs his head again as he replies, “Yes, detention for a week.”
Gordon says, “If I told you I could control you, would you know what I mean?”
Mark looks up and replies, “I think so, like, making me do something I don’t want to do?”
“Exactly,” Gordon says, nodding approvingly. “Do you know what the word ‘reaction’ means?”
Mark squints and says, hopefully, “Maybe.”
Gordon smiles briefly and says, “I’ll give you an example. Think of me as Carl, okay?”
“Okay,” Mark says.
“I keep telling you that your dad is a rotten killer,” Gordon says, adding, “and I won’t stop until you hit
me. Follow me so far?”
Mark looks more understanding as he says, “I think so.”
“When you hit me,” Gordon explains, “that was your reaction to my telling you that your dad is a rot ten killer. Your reaction was to hit Carl. Do you see that?”
“Yes,” Mark replies, simply.
“Before Carl even talked to you, did you want to hit him?”
“No.”
“Carl has figured out how to control you, Mark,” Gordon says. “He knows how to get the reaction from
you that he wants. He wants you to try to fight him.”
Mark frowns as he explains, “But, Dad, he wouldn’t stop.”
“The easy thing to do is react, son,” Gordon says, softly, “but you let other people control you when you
do that. It’s hard to ignore them and walk away quietly with your head up, but that’s what you have to do,
what you need to do.” Gordon looks at his son for a sign of acknowledgment. Mark finally lifts his head and,
seeing his father peering at him anxiously, nods his head twice. Gordon adds, “You can’t let other people
control you, Mark. It’s hard to walk away, but after a while something good comes from it.”
“What’s that?” Mark asks skeptically.
“They stop trying to get that reaction because they’ve learned that they can’t control you,” Gordon
says. “You will have earned their respect because you showed them you’re a strong person that they cannot control.”
“Are you sure?” Mark asks, a little less skeptically.
“Been there and done that, big boy,” Gordon affirms.
“How can you be so sure that will work, Dad?” Mark asks. “Carl shouldn’t have said that.”
“You wanted to control Carl,” Gordon says. “You wanted him to shut up, didn’t you?”
“Yes, he shouldn’t have said that,” Mark argues.
“That’s the other side, Mark,” Gordon confides. “You can’t control other people, so don’t even try. Let
them learn their own lessons. Just control your actions but protect yourself.”
“Okay,” Mark says softly, hanging his head some.
“Hey, you, don’t be droppin’ your head to me,” Gordon teases, and Mark looks up. “I’m not disappointed in you, Mark. You’ll never disappoint me. You’ll always be my big boy and I love you, son. I always will.”
Mark’s expression brightens and he smiles for a moment. “Thanks, Dad,” he says.
….
Hearing the door unlock and watching it slide open, he slowly steps inside the wing. He listens disin -

terestedly as the door behind him closes and locks as he strolls halfway down the hall, his head straight,
never turning to look inside any of the cells he passes. Once he reaches the sixth cell on his right, he stops
before it and peers inside. He waits for a moment and says, softly with his deep voice, “They denied your
appeal, Gordon.”
Gordon sits up in his bed and looks at the Big Man, emotionless, expressionless. Nothing is said for a
few seconds until Gordon asks, “Did they set a date?”
“Corrections sets the date,” the Big Man advises. “The reporter said it would probably be within six
months.”
Gordon looks to his left and scratches his head with his left hand. “In six months,” he says, “I could
make you a pretty good cribbage player.”
“Ah, I ain’t never gonna beat you in that game,” the big man complains.
“Everybody wins in cribbage, Big Man,” Gordon assures him, “eventually.”
“How long is eventually?” the Big Man asks.
“Less than eternity,” Gordon says with a big smile.
The big man smiles back, but his tone is disheartened as he says, “That’s not reassuring.”
“Cumon,” Gordon enthuses, “let’s play a game.”
“Awright,” the Big Man moans.
Gordon hops out of bed and grabs the board and deck of cards off the shelf while the Big Man disap pears down the wing to get his chair. Gordon pulls up a chair to the bars and places the board on the chair.
He removes the cards from the deck and places them on the chair. Lifting the board from the chair, he
turns it over and slides the back cover open to remove four pins. He sets the board back on the chair upright and places the pins in the starting position. He sits down on the floor and crosses his legs, grabs the
cards and shuffles.
When he sees the Big Man’s chair enter his peripheral vision, Gordon places the deck of cards on the
chair and says, “Shuffled and ready to deal, you deal first. You can shuffle ‘em some more, if ya don’t trust
me.”
“Won’t make a bitta difference,” the Big Man complains.
“Now that’s a losing attitude, ya know,” Gordon cajoles. He lowers his eyelids as he adds, “Maybe, that
is your problem.”
“You’re too good is my problem,” the Big Man jokes, cracking a smile. “Six cards, right?”
“Right.”
Cards are dealt, hands are played, points are pegged, and, close to an hour later, the Big Man stares at
the four cards he holds in his right hand. He lifts one of the cards out and places the five of spades on the
chair after putting his arm through the bars. Gordon looks at the cards he holds in his right hand, lifts one
and drops the five of hearts on top of the five of spades, declaring, “Pair of fives. Two points. Game.” He
moves the back peg past the line at the end of the board.
“Yer making me hate this game,” the Big Man complains, but he smiles anyway.
“Don’t lead with a five, Big Man,” Gordon instructs. “Any card that’s a ten, including all the face cards,
will put me at fifteen and that’s two points to start.”
“It didn’t matter,” the Big Man observes. “You just popped me with that pair.”
“I had three tens,” Gordon says, laying his cards face up to show a jack, queen and king. On top of the
big pile of cards sits another queen. Gordon remarks, “That was a nice cut you made. Fifteen eight and a
double run of three for eight gave me sixteen in my hand. I can live with that.”
“You’ve got this game down, Gordon,” the Big Man says, admiringly. “That’s for sure.”
“Years of practice,” Gordon advises, standing up from the floor, adding, “instead of mowing the lawn.”
The Big Man laughs. While he puts the game away, Gordon says, “You know how our moms would warn us
about the big, bad world, and say things like, ‘It’s a jungle out there?’”
“Sure do,” the Big Man agrees.
“Well, when my mom would say, ‘It’s a jungle out there,’ she meant,” Gordon says, stopping to turn and
face the big man, “the grass is six feet tall, I better cut it real soon.”
The Big Man laughs and says, “Ha! I’ll bet that happened a lot with you.”

“True,” Gordon says, smiling, “the things you can get away with when the grass is taller than you are.”
Strolling with a smile back to the observation room, the Big Man suddenly stops and turns to Gordon.
With his head down, he recalls, in a low, barely audible tone, “It was just me and my mom and my two sis ters growing up.” He stops to raise his head and look squarely in Gordon’s face. “Was it just you and your
mom?”
“Yeah,” Gordon answers, but glances around the wing of Death Row. “I never knew my father, never
even knew his name.”
“Well, I knew my father’s name,” the Big Man scoffs, “because that was all he left us.”
Gordon turns his head back to the Big Man and says, “I have my mother’s maiden name. She used to
tell me that she didn’t know who my father was, but, one day, she told me that she had to leave him because he raped her, and she hid from him and put ‘Unknown’ on my birth certificate. She said she was
telling me now because he was dead.” He bows his head. “She was crying when she told me that.”
Feeling a common empathy, the Big Man struggles a bit as he asks, “Did she tell you his name?”
Gordon shakes his head and replies, “No, and I don’t really see her much anymore. She and my wife
just never got along.” He turns his back, crosses his arms and stares at the wall of his cell.
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Jose hesitates a moment, bowing his head as he says, “I heard they set the date. That’s not much time
to save him.”
Rosita’s face tightens as she sighs, “I can’t think about that now.”
Concerned, Maria declares, “There must be something we can do to help.”
From the living room, Melinda screams, “Ahhh! Mark.” All at the kitchen table stop and look toward
the living room. Melinda screams, “I hate you!”
Rosita rises from the table, enters the living room and spies Melanie and Mark struggling on the sofa
with the remote control for the television. Melinda sees Rosita enter the living room and gets out of the
chair to run to her, her face flushed with anger. As Rosita squats down to accept Melinda, she looks over at
the older children wrestling on the sofa and calmly says, in English, “Please stop.” As Melinda wraps her
arms around Rosita’s waist, Rosita slowly stands upright, so Melinda’s arms settle around her hips. Rosita
looks down at her youngest daughter and slips her left arm around Melinda’s neck, resting her left hand on
the opposite shoulder.
The older ones continue to wrestle, so Rosita, a little louder but still calm, says, “Melanie.”
Melanie, angry, stops to look at Rosita and protest, “Mom!”
Rosita immediately counters, “Please stop.”
Mark beams triumphant until Rosita says, “Mark, bring me the remote.” His triumph is soon replaced
by sheepishness on his face as he scoots off the sofa and walks slowly to his mother holding the remote.
When he reaches her, he hands it to her, and Rosita takes it in her right hand. She looks sternly at Mark but
still quite calm says, “Mark, you seem to be in the middle of this, so tell me what happened.” She glances to
both daughters briefly and announces, “Everyone else needs to be quiet. You’ll get your chance to speak.”
Mark grows animated, fidgeting as he looks around at both siblings, and loudly proclaims, “Mom,
Melinda’s been hogging the TV–”
“Everyone’s going to talk to me in a calm tone,” Rosita interrupts, “or you’re not going to talk at all.”
Mark flashes a look of pain, ready to protest, but stops himself. After a few moments, his face relaxes
and in a lower volume, he says, “We’ve been watching the shows Melinda wanted to watch and I wanted
my turn, Mom.”
“So you did what?” Rosita asks.
Mark looks down as he says, “I changed the channel until I found something I wanted to watch.”
“And did you ask either of your sisters first?”
“It was my turn, Mom.”
“That’s not what I asked, Mark,” Rosita counters. “Did you ask them if there was something they wanted to watch and, if not, could you watch what you wanted?”

Mark hesitates for a moment, but simply replies, “No.”
Rosita looks at Melinda and asks, “Young lady, have you watched your shows all day?”
Melinda protests, “Mom.” She stops as her mother cocks her head to the right and narrows her eyes.
Melinda looks down and adds, “Yes.”
“Is it your TV?” Rosita asks.
“No.”
“You need to share,” Rosita advises Melinda. “You shouldn’t wait for someone to ask. You should ask
the others if there’s something they want to watch when you’ve had plenty of turns. Okay?”
Melinda looks up to her mother and displays a half smile as she says, “Okay.”
Rosita looks over to Melanie and asks, “Melanie, what was your role in all this?”
Melanie frowns as she answers. “Mark chose some show that I didn’t like, so I tried to get the remote
from him, but he wouldn’t let go, so I tried to yank it from him, and we started wrestling for it, and...” Her
voice trails off for a moment, when she adds, “I was wrong, Mom. I’m sorry.”
Rosita brightens as she replies, “That’s alright, Melanie. I don’t have to tell you, because you know you
were wrong and you’re harder on yourself than I am.” She pauses for a second. “We all have to share, we
have to talk and ask each other, and I look to you to set an example for the younger ones.”
Melanie looks up to her mother with a determined expression but contritely says, “I will. I’m sorry,
Mom.”
“That’s okay,” Rosita assures her. To all three, she announces, “TV time is over for the night. You can
listen to music.” She glances at Mark and adds, “You can read until bedtime.” She glances at Melanie and
adds, “You can work on your homework and get ahead on it or play a game, but I want you to get along and
please be quiet and behave.”
Both Mark and Melanie say, “Okay, Mom.” Melanie gets up and turns on the radio but dials the volume
low.
Rosita looks down to Melinda and asks, “Will you come with me to the kitchen and visit with Maria
and Jose?”
Melinda smiles and says, “Yes, if you carry me.”
“You can’t walk?” Rosita asks.
“You won’t carry me?” Melinda counters.
Rosita squats down, wraps her arms around Melinda’s knees, lifts her up as Melinda grins, and carries
her to the kitchen. Rosita returns to her seat with Melinda in her lap.
Speaking English, Jose observes, “You handled that well.”
Maria looks at Rosita and asks, “You know who you reminded me of?” Rosita shakes her head. Both
Jose and Maria glance at each other and speak at the same time, Maria saying, “Your husband,” while Jose
says, “Gordon.”
Rosita frowns slightly as she replies, “Maybe you haven’t noticed, but I don’t get upset with the kids as
much as I used to. You seem to always see me after I’ve had an argument with Gordon, which was getting
to be almost every morning, and my anger would last all day. Sure, we would make up that night, but it
takes so much out of me.” She turns away and gazes out through the kitchen window above the sink into
the blackness outside. She sighs, “At least, I haven’t been mad all day in a long time.”
….
“Don’t you look at your body in the mirror and notice that scar over your belly?”
“What? My bellybutton?” Manny asks, letting out a short laugh.
“Your bellybutton is evidence of your one and only physical attachment,” Barry explains, confident
from the knowledge of having heard it many times. “As soon as you’re born, they cut that cord, hand you to
Mom, as though they’re saying, ‘Here ya go, kid. You’re on your own.’ From that moment forward, you are a
single, independent entity, which, by definition, is alone, and you will spend your lifetime creating the other two attachments to combat your loneliness. Since they are creations of your own mind, that, by definition, makes them delusions, because they are not real. You made them up.”

Manny is unimpressed. “That all sounds far-fetched, Barry,” he complains. Suddenly, he smiles as he
asks, “What about sexual intercourse? That’s a physical attachment.”
Barry laughs before he replies, “That’s exactly what I said, but it’s not a physical attachment in the
sense of...” He pauses before adding, “conjoined twins. Physical attachments end after birth, which is good,
because if they persist after birth, they’re usually fatal. Witness the fact that when one conjoined twin dies,
the other normally expires within hours. Does that normally happen after sexual intercourse?”
“No,” Manny agrees, smiling. “Why didn’t Gordon tell me this?”
“Probably because he doesn’t think you’d appreciate it, yet,” Barry reassures Manny. “But he has more.
Did he talk about kindred spirits?”
“What?” Manny blurts. “No.”
“Did he explain love and desire?”
“No.”
“Or life is pain?”
“No.”
“Or the only true tribe is the tribe of human beings?”
Manny hesitates a moment. “Well, he might have,” he stammers.
“You would have remembered it,” Barry insists. “How about patches of dirt?”
“No, not at all.”
“Did he explain the difference between identity and identification?”
Manny perks up. “No,” he replies, “would that make a difference in freeing him?”
“I doubt it,” Barry says. “Gordon didn’t kill that woman, but that fact didn’t make any difference at his
trial.”
“How do you know that?”
“Did he tell you that there is no such thing as a coincidence?”
Manny persists as he asks, again, “How do you know that, Barry?”
“He really didn’t tell you much at all, did he, Mr. Rodriguez?” Barry fires back.
Manny puts his left elbow on the table to rub his forehead with his left hand. He mumbles, “No, he
wasn’t much help. So, please, tell me what you know, Barry.”
The line is silent for several seconds as Barry considers his next response. Finally, he calmly explains,
“A few months after I met Gordon, he was telling me his opinion about sexual preference. It made me ner vous, because I didn’t know what he was getting at, and I thought he was going to criticize homosexuality,
and me, by inference. Instead, he told me how ironic it was to live in a country full of sexual prudes who
consider any sex bad but are absolutely obsessed with knowing everybody’s sexual preference, like it’s
their business. He says that he never tells anyone his sexual preference unless they want to have sex with
him. Then, he surprises me by saying, ‘So, Barry, do you want to have sex with me?’”
Spellbound, Manny asks, “How did you reply to that?”
Barry’s speech slows perceptibly as he carefully chooses the words. “I lied to him. I said, ‘No, of course
not, Gordon.’ I told him that I knew his sexual preference and he just said, ‘Sure you do, Barry.’ And that
conversation stayed with me for months as I grew to trust him more and more and remembering that I
had lied to him.” Barry pauses for a few seconds and Manny leans forward against the desk. “Finally, I re minded him about that question and told him that I had lied to him, that I had wanted to have sex with him
from the first moment I saw him. He said, ‘That bothered you all this time that you lied to me, didn’t it?’ I
said, ‘Yes.’ He said, ‘And you feel better now that you told me, don’t you?” I just said, ‘Yes.’ So, he lowered his
voice like he does for a punch line of a joke and said, ‘You still can’t have sex with me, though. I’m already
spoken for. Sorry.’ He smiled and that made me laugh and he added, ‘Barry, have you ever heard about a
woman scorned?’ I said, ‘Yes.’ And, he delivered the punch line. ‘Wait until you’ve seen a Mexican woman
scorned.’”
Manny sits up and says, “Meaning his wife, Rosita.” He thinks for a moment and says, “Rosita told me
she considers you a friend of both of them. Is that true?”
“I imagine she thinks that when she seeks my help or advice, but she hates homosexuals and occasionally reminds me about that.”

“How so?” Manny inquires.
Barry pauses a moment before he replies, “Oh, she’ll be going off about fags, and faggots, and homos,
and queers, and then she’ll stop, look at me, and say something like, ‘No offense to you, Barry,’ or ‘I don’t
mean you, Barry,’ or ‘Except for you, Barry’, but her meaning is pretty clear. When Gordon hears her say
that, though, he really comes down hard on her about generalizations and such, and they usually get into
an argument. Maybe ‘friend’ is bit of a stretch, but do you want to know what’s really ironic about her?”
“What’s that?”
“I had no idea until the trial that she had been raped. Neither Gordon nor Rosita had ever talked about
it before. So here’s Rosita, raped by a heterosexual and she hates homosexuals, none of whom ever hurt her.
That’s irony.”
….
He hands the picture to Manny, who holds it to his face for a closer examination. David reaches for an other picture, which is a cropped blow-up of the man in the original picture. Holding it up so Manny can
see it, he says, “So I had it blown up around him.” He reaches for a picture of Gordon Schell with his right
hand, holds the two side by side, and says, “Then, I compared it with Gordon’s picture. Check this out.”
Manny sets the first picture down on the table and grabs a picture with either hand, pulling both close to
his face. He glances from one to the other several times and lowers them.
“If I didn’t know any better, David,” Manny comments, “I’d say these pictures were of the same man.”
“Exactly,” David agrees, excitedly. “That’s what I thought, too.”
Manny looks at David, frowning, and says, “Only one problem, though. We don’t have the long, stringy
hair, the sideburns and the mustache.”
David smiles broadly and reaches for a folder and says, “Oh, yes we do.” He opens it and removes an other picture, a mug shot from the police. He holds it before Manny and says, “This is where connections
with the city’s finest come in handy.”
The mug shot shows Gunther Rankin with long, stringy hair, long sideburns and a mustache. Manny
looks at the picture without taking it from David and appears shocked. After a few moments he says, “That
looks just like the picture of Gordon the prosecution doctored to add the hair, sideburns and mustache.”
“Except that it’s not,” David says. “This is Gunther Rankin.”
“When was this taken?” Manny asks.
“A couple months before the murder,” David says, adding, “and this guy is definitely a bad dude. This
was taken after his arrest for armed robbery, but he made bail and was out at the time of the murder. Then,
he missed a trial date, was arrested and he’s still in jail awaiting trial.”
Both David and Manny set their respective pictures down on the table. Manny asks, “What do you
know about him?”
David replies, “He’s thirty-three with an enormous rap sheet, arrests for everything all over the board,
robbery, assault and battery, attempted murder, murder, you name it. He’s been convicted twice and
served time. His juvenile record is sealed but I’ve talked to several juvenile officers and they remember
him. He was, shall we say, troubled way back then, from age twelve, when he cracked an adult male with
whom he was having an argument with a baseball bat.”
“You said he was arrested for murder?”
“Sure was,” David confirms. “He was released for lack of evidence and the case is still open. He’s still
the leading suspect.”
….
“Let’s see what you got,” Gordon advises.
The Big Man lays his cards on the chair inside Gordon’s cell next to the board and announces, “Double
run of four for ten and fifteen four for fourteen.”
“Good hand,” Gordon encourages him. “Nice draw on that six there. That was six extra points just from

the luck of the draw.”
The Big Man reaches through the bars to move his back peg fourteen holes beyond his front peg, past
Gordon’s front peg and only five points from the end. He says, “Yeah, that was lucky, wasn’t it?” He looks up
at Gordon and shakes his head as he adds, “I’m still short, though, and you’re counting.”
Gordon lays his cards down, revealing two fours, an ace and a jack. He says, “A pair for two and fifteen
six for eight.” Gordon moves his back peg eight holes beyond the front peg, only two points from victory.
He reaches for the discard pile and turns over an ace, a four, a seven and the top card is a six. He says, “A
pair of sixes for two.” He moves the back peg past the end line to the starting peg position. He looks up at
the Big Man from his cross legged position on the floor, smiles, and says, “That’s game.”
The Big Man smiles and says, “That six didn’t hurt you at all, did it?”
As he starts to put everything away, Gordon responds in a mock mystical voice, “It’s the cribbage way.”
“Yeah, sure,” the Big Man responds skeptically with a chuckle. “I think you’re right about one thing,
though.”
“What’s that?” Gordon asks.
“I’m gonna beat you one of these days,” the Big Man promises.
….
Manny frowns slightly and in a polite business tone again demands, “Love and desire, Gordon. Let’s
hear it. I want to know.”
“All right, Manuel,” Gordon says, with apparent surrender. “Gosh, you’re so demanding,” he adds, shaking his head but smiling anyway. “Love and desire. Did Barry tell you about the three attachments?”
“Yes,” Manny confirms. “The three attachments are physical, mental and emotional. I don’t get the significance of the physical attachment, though.”
“Did he mention the conjoined twins?” Gordon asks.
“Yes.”
“Good,” Gordon says, nodding his head. “That’s what I like about Barry. He pays attention.” He pauses
for a moment and looks away from Manny. “The conjoined twins argument is important in explaining how
all the attachments work, but mostly for the physical, because a physical attachment between human beings links their very lives together. Your one and only physical attachment ends at birth when they cut the
umbilical cord.” Gordon turns back to look at Manny and leans slightly forward. “If you get high some time
and stare at your belly button, you can start thinking about how you’re linked to your mother and she’s
linked to her mother and to her mother and on and on, all the way back to the beginning, where we’re all
linked through our belly buttons, or navels. Although, they don’t really have any similarity with navel oranges, so what’s up with that? Anyway, to properly appreciate all that linkage way back, I think you have to
be really stoned.”
“I get the linkage, Gordon,” Manny says, peeved. “Get on with it.”
“Physical attachment links two human beings together. As the one goes, so goes the other. They live or
die together. There is no separation, unless that cord is cut. Once it is, you are on your own from that mo ment forward, where we use the other two attachments to combat our loneliness.” Gordon halts to look at
Manny and gauge how he’s following. Suddenly, he asks, “Ever been married, Manuel?”
“No,” Manny replies. “Haven’t met the woman yet.”
“Doesn’t have to be a woman,” Gordon insists as Manny frowns disapprovingly, adding, “not in Massachusetts.” Manny continues frowning and starts shaking his head. “Okay, well, you’ll have to use your imagination to consider what it’s like. You get up in the morning and your wife makes some vague comment
about how disappointed your life has turned out up to this point. The kids wake up and start round one
thousand, seven hundred and forty-nine of their incessant boxing match, except for the little one, who is
still in a constant state of shock and awe, not to be confused with a certain military incursion into a certain
Middle Eastern country. And all is good in your marriage. Looking forward to it?”
Manny frowns as he responds, “That’s not very romantic.”
“Ah, romance,” Gordon comments. “Yes, there’s still that, during those few moments when the kids are

in bed or away visiting friends or relatives and your wife’s in the mood and not on her period, which is, on
average, once every six or seven fortnights, and usually starts something like, ‘Is that thing hard, again?’
Reality bites, man.”
Manny calmly states, “You’re getting off the subject, Gordon.”
“Older couples face this on a daily basis,” Gordon explains. “What am I going to do if my spouse dies
before me? If your loved one dies suddenly, you’re not gonna die, unless you’re both in the same accident,
for example. You may want to die, but that would be by your own hand, which is not the same thing. And,
when they do die, you’re alone, on your own. But you were always on your own, since, once that umbilical
cord is cut, you are a single, independent entity. By common and accepted definition, that is alone, and you
will create mental and emotional attachments to counter that loneliness until you die.”
“I’m not alone now,” Manny counters. “I’m with you.”
Gordon smiles as he answers, “That’s what some psych student said about twenty minutes after he
met me. You’re not alone because you have already created mental and emotional attachments directed at
me, and your loneliness is thus abated.” For a moment, Gordon stops to shake his head slowly. “And, really,
they’re both mental, since emotions are still just mental processes, but I include them both to avoid mean ingless arguments, because I want you to understand how it works.”
“But I can’t be alone if I’m in some room with another human being,” Manny argues.
Immediately, Gordon counters, “Which overlooks the feeling that I know you’ve had in the past when
you walk into some room, like an airport terminal, or a bus stop, or some huge hall to register for some thing, and there is not a single human being with whom you are familiar and you feel, alone.” Gordon pauses for effect. “You can all be packed in that room like sardines, bodies pressing on you from all sides, and
you will still feel alone, because you have no mental and emotional attachment to anyone. Then, suddenly,
someone looks at you and smiles, and you smile back and say, ‘Hi,’ and that person says, ‘Hi.’ You share a
funny observation and that person laughs, and, bam! You don’t feel alone any more, because you have just
created a mental and emotional attachment directed at that person, and it is exactly what that person has
created, which is directed at you. That’s how fast it works.”
“That is a mental and emotional attachment?” Manny questions skeptically.
“Would you feel mentally and emotionally attached to anyone other than that person at that
moment?” Gordon counters.
“No,” Manny says, nodding his head. “I see your point.”
“And, this was for the psych student,” Gordon says, “since it is only a creation of your mind, that makes
it a delusion, because it is no different than a schizophrenic who hears voices. Oooh! So, what does this
mental and emotional attachment consist of? Love, Manuel, one which is free and pure. It is caring, consid eration, appreciation, empathy, compassion, concern, all the intangible qualities we can give to another
without any expectation of return, which makes it free and pure.”
“In your example, though,” Manny says, “I return that person’s love. Wouldn’t that person have expected a return?”
Gordon smiles and hesitates a moment before he replies, “That’s a good point. What would have hap pened if you had just turned away from that smile?”
“I would think that person would also turn away and, possibly, be disappointed,” Manny replies.
“Perfect! With this development we now establish three rules about love and desire,” Gordon declares.
“First, it is unilateral, meaning it only goes one way, so that there is no such thing as mutual love. Second,
there is always some level of desire involved, even if it’s only a desire to find out what this human being
thinks about me. Third, it is unfulfilled desire which affects the hurt and pain we feel or, in this case, the disappointment. The level of desire is affected by sensory feedback one receives from the human being to
which an attachment is directed. In this case, the level of desire falls because that person sees you turn
away, in essence, reject the attempt to attach, which will certainly result in some amount of pain from un fulfilled desire.”
Manny smiles with newfound appreciation. He remarks, “You’ve thought a lot about this, haven’t you,
Gordon?”
“With all the shit that passes for wisdom about love and desire, all of which is complete and utter stu -

pidity, do you blame me for trying to figure it out?”
“No, not at all,” Manny replies, smiling.
“For example,” Gordon states, “I’m with some woman who says, ‘Let’s make love.’ We tear our clothes
off, hop in the sack, and get to it, but, despite my best efforts, I can’t get her to climax, to have an orgasm, to
cum for me. As I roll off her, do you think the first words that pop out of her mouth are going to be, ‘I love
you so very much?’”
Manny laughs and struggles to say, “Probably not.”
“Does that mean we failed to make love?”
“Well, do you think you succeeded?” Manny asks, still chuckling.
“Yeah, it must be my fault,” Gordon remarks, sarcastically. “It’s always the guy’s fault. No, seriously, we
didn’t fail in making love, we failed in having a fulfilling sexual experience, which is not love. It’s sex. Love
and desire might lead to sex, but sex is sex, love is love and desire is desire. Yet, the vast majority of human
beings wander around the big blue spaceship confused about why it didn’t work out with so-and-so and
so-and-so, and I think that, maybe, it might be you’re all clueless about love, and desire, and sex. Every one
is so confused about why it doesn’t work out because they don’t have a clue.”
Again, Manny laughs. He looks at Gordon, smiling, and says, “I’ve got no argument with any of that.
Making love does seem an inappropriate term.”
Gordon laughs briefly, smiles, and states, “It’s completely ridiculous. Fucking is fucking. Making love
sounds like two magicians about to perform a magic act. Hey, watch me pull a rabbit out of my pants. Ooh,
watch me make a rabbit disappear in my pants. But, really, it’s not a rabbit. We made love, right out of thin
air. How’s that for magic?”
Manny laughs and smiles as Gordon smiles back. He notices a sort of twinkle in Gordon’s eyes as he
glances over his face from that easy smile. A thought quickly flashes in Manny’s consciousness. If this guy’s
a killer, he’s the smoothest at setting a comfort level I have ever witnessed. Still smiling, Manny asks, “Watch
me pull a rabbit out of my pants, huh?”
Gordon’s smile grows wider as he replies, “Like that one, do you? Gotta be magic!”
….
Twenty minutes later David bursts open the door to Manny’s office and announces confidently, “Manny, I’ve got just the connection we needed.”
Displaying a look of seasoned skepticism, Manny stands up and walks around his desk as David steps
to the front of it and places his case on the chair next to the desk. Manny demands, “Let’s see it.”
David pulls out several folders from his case and places them on the desk. He looks for the appropriate folder and opens it, saying, “First, Simon Edwards has known Gunther Rankin more than half of
Rankin’s life.” He looks at Manny who looks back at him, puzzled. “I found this,” David adds. He hands him a
photocopy of a newspaper article titled “Big Brothers hosts annual baseball tournament” and a picture ac companying the story. Manny looks at it still puzzled. Gauging Manny’s reaction, David says, “That’s what I
thought when I saw it, because the caption doesn’t identify anyone in the picture, but I knew Edwards vol unteered with Big Brothers Big Sisters for several years. You can’t really make anyone out, so …” David’s
voice trails off and he lifts another picture, continuing, “I found the photographer, who still had the original
negative. When I looked at his photos, I thought I saw something very interesting, so I bought his negative,
had it developed and blown up. Here.” He hands the next picture to Manny, showing an older man and a
boy who looks about fourteen. David continues, “The older man is Simon Edwards with his arm around
guess who?”
Manny looks up from the photo to David and guesses, “Gunther Rankin.”
“Bingo,” David replies emphatically. He looks down at the photo and adds, “Rankin has always looked
younger than his real age, but he was sixteen in this photo and barely a month removed from juvenile de tention.”
Manny says, excitedly, “Great. That establishes their connection, and it’s a long one.”
David smiles as he says, “Oh, it gets better.”

“I’m listening,” Manny assures him.
David removes some hand-written papers clipped together and hands them to Manny as he explains,
“Those are my notes from conversations with people who were at Good Samaritan Hospital when Edwards
and Rankin were both there.” He pauses to collect his thoughts. “First, Edwards personally recommended
Rankin for the maintenance position that he eventually worked for three years. Second, Edwards’ department, Human Resources, instituted the internal identification system requiring pictures of all employees.
When picture day came around to the maintenance department, Rankin was absent. The maintenance su pervisor at the time told me that Edwards, more than once, promised to take care of Rankin’s missing picture but he obviously never did. Third, drugs, some quite expensive, were constantly missing while Rankin
worked there. Several people suspected him but nothing could be proven. He was finally fired for ‘conduct
dangerous to fellow employees.’ He got into a fight with one of his co-workers and beat the guy unconscious.”
Manny shakes his head and asks, “How does a little guy like Rankin beat someone into unconsciousness?”
David smiles as he answers, “With a steel broom handle. It was bad enough that he was arrested and
charged with assault and battery.” David pauses for effect and adds, “Who do you think put up his bail?”
Manny asks incredulously, “Edwards?”
David nods hid head. “He explained it to some of the people there that Rankin was a victim of circum stances. To his credit, the charges were dismissed when the evidence suggested that Rankin was provoked
and acted in self-defense. Still, everyone I talked with said Rankin was a person they avoided. One of them
said that he always worried Rankin would go off any time.”
….
“Alright, then,” Manny declares, looking up from his pad, smiling, “that makes it simple. He leaves everything to you and the children.”
A look of concern and disappointment crosses Rosita’s face as she says, “I thought you were close to
finding the killer, and you would stop this whole nightmare. Are you?”
Manny’s face turns serious as he replies, “I’ll be filing a brief with the state Supreme Court for a stay of
execution next week, but I can’t guarantee the result. I have to be prepared for anything.”
Quietly, as she closes her eyes and her face saddens, Rosita asks, “What did we do to deserve this?”
Melinda looks up, turns around and puts her arms around her mother’s neck and squeezes. Rosita opens
her eyes, wraps her arms around her daughter and hugs her tightly.
Manny’s face tightens and he looks down at his pad. Without shifting his gaze, he asks, “I need to ask
of you one more favor.”
Rosita is peeved as she replies, “What?”
Drawing a breath, Manny looks up at Rosita and says, “Your husband asked me not to come back to
see him, unless I bring the one person he really wants to see.” Manny pauses to look at Rosita, narrows his
eyes and nods once. “You,” he says.
Angry and hurt, Rosita replies, “I can’t go there anymore. I can’t look at him through a glass wall,
speak to him through a filthy phone.”
Looking assured, Manny counters, “That’s why I’ve been thinking about how we can do all of this, why
I should draft a will and take it to him and get it signed by him and witnesses, and how I need...help.” Man ny looks hopefully at Rosita, and sees the cue he was searching for, as she suddenly sits up straight, the
anger and hurt dissipating. Calmly, he states, “You won’t be seeing him in the visitor’s area. We can see him
in the attorney’s rooms, if you’ll come with me.”
Brightening, Rosita asks, “No glass wall?”
Manny smiles as he replies, “The rooms are open with a desk and chairs. You can touch him and he
can touch you, if you want.” He pauses for effect. “The problem is that he probably won’t want to see me, so
we have to convince him to see me.”
“How?” Rosita asks, intrigued and suddenly cooperative.

“When we get to the prison, I’ll tell them that I’m there to see Gordon,” Manny says, “and they need to
deliver this note to him when they tell him I’m there to see him.” Manny looks at Rosita confidently, adding,
“You’re going to write the note, so that he sees it in your handwriting, for one...”
“One?” Rosita asks, somewhat confused. “What else?”
“The note will read, ‘Manuel Rodriguez to see Gordon Schell to take one final deposition along with
his secretary, Rosita...’” Manny says, adding, “but we can’t use your married name.”
A slight smile appears on Rosita’s face as she recognizes Manny’s ploy. She says, “Suarez. That’s my
maiden name. Gordon will know it's me when he reads that.”
“Good,” Manny says, smiling. “You’ll help me, then?”
Rosita turns serious, saying, “If you can get me in there so I can touch him, hold him, then I’ll go.”
“That’s a given,” Manny promises.
– from chapters Dates, Private Eyes, The Big Man Loses Again, The Way and the Will, pages 149-151,
154-156, 161-164, 166-169, 177-179, 182-183
In the motel’s restaurant, a television mounted on a tray bolted to the wall displays the same slight female reporter who had covered the first meeting between Manny and the state Supreme Court justices. A
slightly overweight white man, dressed in a smart, dark blue business suit, his short brown hair thinning
on top, momentarily puts his right hand down on his table, still holding the fork, and stares at the television intently. The reporter can be heard saying, “Again, the latest attempt by Gordon Schell’s defense team
to win a stay or new trial has been dismissed this morning by the state’s Supreme Court, which clears the
way for Schell’s execution late next week.” The man shakes his head, lifting his fork to his plate. Glancing to
his right, he spies the short businessman who nearly ran into Manny at the restroom. A colleague of the
white man, the shorter one approaches his table and sits down across from him.
Settling into his chair, the shorter man turns to look at the television over his right shoulder and asks
his colleague across the table, “I missed that. What did they say?”
The white man replies, “Schell’s attorneys tried to have the Supreme Court issue a stay or order a new
trial based on some new evidence that they supposedly uncovered. They say they have evidence that another man committed the murder.”
An older black woman, sitting at the next table and dressed in casual tourist attire, has her neck
craned to see the television. She turns her head even further to the white man and asks, “Isn’t he the one
who cut and tortured that poor young woman before he finally killed her?”
“That’s the one,” he confirms.
The woman proclaims loudly, “He’s sick. They should fry him.”
The shorter businessman glances to the woman and calmly states, “They don’t fry people in North
Carolina. They use lethal injection.” He turns to his companion and asks, “Haven’t they always contended
that someone else committed the murder?”
“Yep,” replies the white man, taking a sip from his coffee and setting it down. “At the sentencing, Schell
refused to show remorse for a crime he says he didn’t commit. Pretty arrogant about it, too.”
A bit confused, the shorter businessman asks, “So, what was new?”
The white man thinks for a moment before replying. “Well, the defense showed that their suspect and
the murder victim’s ex-husband have a long history together.” He pauses, glancing to the ceiling, adding,
“Their suspect came into a lot of money just two weeks before the murder and blew about five grand in Atlantic City.”
“Five grand?!” exclaims the shorter one. “If that was murder money, that wasn’t too bright.”
“Their suspect said it was cash he had saved over the years and felt like partying in Atlantic City,”
replies the other man. “They showed a picture of their suspect and Schell side by side, though, and, man, if
those two aren’t dead ringers.”
The black woman at the next table has turned back to continue with her meal but lifts her head when
she hears the white man’s comments. With complete disdain for her subject, she announces, “Frying or in jecting, it don’t matter. Sick bastards like that don’t deserve to live.”

….
For months Gordon has let his hair grow unrestrained, to the point where it now appears strikingly
similar to the suspect’s hair. Even in the shared lavatory with the other inmates, the resemblance never oc curs to Gordon whenever he stares into the mirror and sees the head of the fellow staring back at him. It
seems quite natural to him so the irony never registers. Now, he sits propped against his pillow on the bed
reading as two guards appear at his cell and one announces, “Schell. Your attorney is here to see you. Let’s
go.” The other guard, a tall, well-built black man with a shaved head and face, carries the chains.
Gordon looks up but makes no movement as he calmly replies, “I don’t have any business with my at torney.”
The first guard, a stocky white man of average height and short brown hair parted to his left, replies,
“He said to give you this note.” He dangles the note through the bars.
Gordon rises from the bed, still holding the book in his left hand, with a finger stuck between the
pages marking his place. He steps to the bars and takes the note with his right hand and flips it open. The
handwritten note reads, “Manuel Rodriguez to see Gordon Schell to take one final deposition along with
his secretairy, Rosita Suarez.” Gordon gives the note back to the guard, grabs the placeholder and sticks it
in the book. He turns and sets the book on the shelf, saying, “Okay. Let’s go.”
….
Gordon and Rosita turn to gaze at each other smiling and Rosita says, “Mr. Rodriguez, please watch the
door for us.”
“I always liked that dress,” Gordon says.
“Of course,” Manny replies as he walks around the table toward the door. As he moves past them, Rosi ta pulls up her dress to the top of her thighs, slips her hands up to her panties and pulls them down. When
Manny sees that, he turns his head away quickly and warns, “I don’t think that’s a good idea.”
“You and I may have had ideas about this meeting, Manuel,” Gordon says as he watches Rosita lift first
her right leg and slide her panties past her leg and shoe and then the left, “but I see my wife has made oth er plans.” Wearing a half-smile, his eyes wide, he slowly lifts his gaze over her body, stops to watch her unbutton and remove the shawl to expose a considerable extent of her sizable breasts, the rest barely hidden
under her low-cut top, and smiles widely when his eyes meet hers.
Rosita steps to Gordon’s right and slides her right hand over his crotch, rubbing it hard to induce his
erection. Manny stands at the door, taking quick glances through the window and hiding his head out of
sight. He says softly, “We could get in a lot of trouble.”
Rosita lifts her gaze from Gordon’s crotch to his face, smiles, and says, “Feels like you’re ready.”
“Oh, yeah,” Gordon says, smiling, “we’ve reached maximum hardness.” Rosita feels for his zipper, pulls
it down, reaches into his jumpsuit as he shifts his weight on the chair and pulls out his erection. Gordon
folds his chained hands open as Rosita lifts her dress slightly, swings her right leg over his legs, and settles
on his folded hands and legs. Gordon’s smile disappears briefly as he says, “You spelled ‘secretary’ wrong.”
Rosita smiles as she places her right index finger over his mouth and softly says, “Shh.” With her left
hand under her dress, she moves and lifts her hips, stopping for a moment. Slowly, she raises and lowers
her hips rhythmically, closing her eyes, her face tightening.
Gordon feels his wife’s vagina envelope his erect penis, closes his eyes briefly, opens them, smiles deviously, and says, “You got me in chains and there’s an unwitting voyeur in the room.” Looking at her closed
eyes, he pauses for effect, and adds, “Is this a new fantasy for you?”
Rosita opens her eyes, frowns, and admonishes, “Be quiet. We don’t have much time.” Constantly raising and lowering her hips over him, she leans forward to whisper in his ear, “You always tell it to me. Now
it’s my turn.” She pulls her head back from his and, as they gaze in each others’ eyes, she whispers, “Cum
for me.” Gordon closes his eyes and begins to actively push his hips up and down in perfect synchroniza tion to her movements. He leans forward as she leans back and buries his face between her breasts and
kisses each breast separately, lifting his head to look in her eyes. Both moan in growing anticipation.

Manny listens to their efforts helplessly and raises his gaze to the ceiling, shakes his head. He quickly
peeks through the window and retreats behind the door. He mumbles to himself, “What’s the worst that
can happen to you, Manuel?” Consciously avoiding looking behind him, he gazes to the ceiling, and contin ues, “Let’s see. You could be forbidden never to enter this prison again, which isn’t so bad. You could be
called before the ethics board for conduct unbecoming of an attorney and sanctioned for a year.” He pauses
for a moment as the moans grow louder and he rubs his face. “You could be dismissed from your lucrative
and prestigious position with the firm, with no hope of any reference, escorted to the door in abject humiliation.” He sneaks a peek out the window, and ducks his head behind the door to stare into the corner.
“Nope. Disbarment from practicing law in the state of North Carolina. That would be the worst.” He peaks
through the window again and retreats. The groans from Gordon, the moans from Rosita, are louder and
Manny continues, “Disbarment from the state of North Carolina for aiding the sexual intercourse between
a prisoner and his wife. That’ll look good on my resume.”
….
“We smell things all the time, some that register and some that don’t,” Gordon continues, “and we still
smell fear, because fear has a distinctive, uncontrollable smell. Usually, it doesn’t register, but we smell it
anyway. We know it’s there and fear does serve a useful purpose.” He looks over to Manny as he asks, “Do
you know what useful purpose fear would serve, Manuel?”
Manny has been listening with his head down, but lifts it to look at Gordon and reply, “I suppose it
would serve to keep us out of harm’s way, to help protect us.”
“Unless it’s irrational and unjustified,” Gordon replies, “as in fear of all strangers.”
“Children should fear strangers,” Rosita insists.
“Children should be protected by adults,” Gordon continues, “and not be left unsupervised for long pe riods, but many of us have to make a living now, don’t we? And, we bear the fruits of that today, don’t we,
with so many having to make a living, leaving their children unsupervised?”
“What’s your point?” Manny asks, having heard this before from others and a little peeved.
“My point’s not with the children, Manuel, it’s with adults,” Gordon explains. “The mutual fear of
strangers from adults that’s irrational, unjustified, and serves to keep us apart, divided, separated. It’s fear
that keeps us from trusting, because when you fear someone, you cannot trust them. When you trust
someone, you have no fear of them. Fear is the inverse of trust.”
“Most people are not trustworthy,” Manny counters.
“You can believe that, Manuel, but in my experience, that’s a crock of shit,” Gordon explains, a bit an gry. “Most people try to be good, try to do the right thing, as a matter of course. When they’re confronted
by someone lacking fear, they manage to overcome their own fear, mutual trust is achieved, and then, un believable, incomprehensible things occur.” Gordon pauses and looks severely at Manny and adds, “Be cause I’ve seen it happen.”
Manny shakes his head, unconvinced, and Rosita looks straight ahead with a somewhat glazed look in
her eyes. Manny says, “I don’t understand why you’re telling us all this, Gordon.”
Gordon turns back to look at Rosita’s face and says, “What I’m trying to do, clumsily at best, is apolo gize to my wife.” Rosita snaps from her daze and turns to stare at her husband, her eyes searching his en tire face. “I have never trusted her completely, I’ve been afraid to confide in her, and I’ve lied to her, and all
of it’s the reason I’m here today.” He pauses a moment to lock his eyes on hers. “And, I know it’s going to be
the end of me soon.”
“No! No, it’s not,” Rosita pleads, shaking her head. “Don’t say that.”
Still looking in her eyes, Gordon laments, “It’s true, Rosita. While you grew, you learned, you got better, I didn’t. I never changed from the day we first met, always thinking I was protecting you, while you had
already grown past that.” He drops his head and Rosita slips her arms around his waist and leans her head
against his chest. “I denied meeting that woman to the company, to you, and even to the police, and I’m go ing to pay for it.”
She squeezes him and softly says, “Stop.”

“Once, you believed in me, and I know I don’t deserve it, now,” Gordon says, struggling, trying to keep
from choking on the words. Tears form in his eyes and slowly run down his face. “I’ll have another chance
and I’ll do everything I can to come back to you, to be back for you, but only if you believe in me, again.”
Without lifting her head she says, “You’re not making sense. You’re not going anywhere. You’re not
leaving me.”
Gordon pleads, “I believe in you. I believe that you can take care of you and the children, that you can
and will do everything necessary to do that, without me to help. I will look after you and be back for you as
soon as I can, but only if you believe in me.” He cranes his neck to look at her head still buried against his
chest. “If you won’t believe in me, I’ll do nothing for you.”
Lifting her head from his chest and seeing the tears running down his face, Rosita admonishes, “Stop
this talk now! Don’t you know I love you, that I will always love you?”
“This may be the last time, Rosita,” Gordon insists. “You need to tell me you believe in me. I have to
hear it from your lips. I have to know.”
….
The following day, the cribbage board sits on the chair in Gordon’s cell with competing lead pegs just eight
holes from the end of the game. The Big Man, sitting in his chair outside the cell, looks worried. Gordon’s
face appears blank, expressionless. He lays down the cards he holds onto the chair, sitting on the floor
cross legged as always, and says, “A run of four and fifteen two for six.” He moves one of the back pegs six
holes beyond one of the lead pegs, two short of victory. “You’re up, Big Man,” he says.
The Big Man looks at the cards on the table first, confirming that an ace, two, three, four and the seven
sitting atop the deck equate to six points. He lays the cards in his hand onto the chair through the cell bars,
showing a ten, queen, king and five, and says, “Fifteen six for six.” He moves his back peg six holes beyond
his lead peg to a tie with Gordon. Reaching for the discard pile, he turns them over to show an ace, ten and
a pair of sixes. The Big Man smiles as he says, “A pair of two for two.” Triumphantly, he moves the back peg
beyond the finish line and declares, “I finally got you. That’s game!”
Gordon extends his right hand through the bars, smiling warmly, and the Big Man engulfs it with his
own as Gordon says, “You did good. I told you you’d beat me one of these days.” Gordon smiles even more
widely as the Big Man beams back at him.
….
That afternoon the Big Man appears outside Gordon’s cell, holding a boom box and a CD jewel case.
He says, “I got somethin’ for ya, Gordon.” He nods down the corridor and the cell door unlocks and opens.
Once the door is opened fully, he steps inside as Gordon sets his book down and rises from the bed.
“You actually found it?” Gordon asks, a mild surprise on his face. The Big Man smiles broadly as he
hands Gordon the CD case.
“It took a little passing from one friend to the next,” the Big Man explains, “but one managed to borrow this from his ex-girlfriend.”
“And so it goes,” Gordon says and smiles as he looks up at the Big Man towering over him. He glances
at the front of the CD case, flips it over and sees a name written on the back paper, “Cindy Benson.” He
comments, “Huh, I worked with a girl named Cindy Benson quite a while ago. She used to love this song.”
“Really?” the Big Man asks. “How long ago was that?”
“That was more than five years ago, out at the university,” Gordon says, reflecting. “When she would
get rattled and I’d run into her, I’d say, ‘Life is simple. It’s either cherry red or midnight blue.’ And that
would always make her smile.” Gordon steps to the bed and tosses the CD case on it. The Big Man steps be hind him and sets the boom box on the bed, too. Gordon spins quickly and looks at the Big Man as a
thought occurs to him and he says, “I just remembered that her boyfriend, when he’d tease her, would call
her ‘Cherry Red’ and she’d blush pretty heavily.” He laughs at the thought and the Big Man smiles. Gordon
asks, “When do you want this back?”

“You can play it until ten,” the Big Man replies.
“That’s too long,” Gordon says, shaking his head. “Everyone will go crazy if I play one song until ten. I’ll
just start it at nine and play it for an hour. I think that’s about the limit of everyone’s endurance.”
“Suit yourself,” says the Big Man as he steps out of the cell. “I’ll be back for it at ten.” He twirls his right
index finger as he glances down the corridor, and the cell door closes as he begins to stroll back to his sta tion.
“Thanks, Big Man,” Gordon says and the Big Man stops to turn around. “I appreciate it.”
The Big Man drops his head to look down at the floor as he says, “I wish I could do more.” He looks up
at Gordon and the two stare quietly at each other and Gordon nods his head knowingly.
….
“Big Man,” Gordon says, eyeing the Big Man a few feet away, “I’d like you to have the cribbage board, if
you want it. I gave the cards to Johnny Morales.”
With as little emotion as possible, the Big Man replies, “Sure, I’ll take it. Thanks.” He steps past all the
commotion into Gordon’s cell, to the shelf and removes the board, resting it in his cupped left hand as he
steps back into the corridor. Walking past the warden, he stops to glance at Gordon, and, as both men look
into each other’s face, the Big Man confides softly, “My name is Clarence.”
Gordon smiles as he answers, “I’ve known that ever since I got here, Big Man.” The Big Man frowns as
he turns and steps away from the flurry of the guards preparing the chains, and Gordon asks, “Did you ever
play the saxophone, Clarence?”
The Big Man stops to turn around before he answers, “When I was a kid, yes.”
“But it was your mother’s idea for you to play, wasn’t it?” Gordon asks, as the chains are just about in
place.
“She wanted me to learn a musical instrument,” replies the Big Man.
“And you quit because you weren’t playing for you, you were playing for your mother, and that wasn’t
enough, was it?” Gordon asks.
The big man looks puzzled as he asks, “How could you know that?”
“Don’t matter,” Gordon says, shrugging his shoulders, adding, “if you ever see an old sax for sale, you
should buy it, take it home and play it for yourself.”
Still puzzled, the Big Man mutters, “Maybe.” He turns and walks down the corridor about ten steps.
Gordon suddenly shouts, “Clarence!” The Big Man stops but doesn’t turn around as Gordon continues,
“I’m glad I met you.” The Big Man grits his teeth, trying to suppress an emotion he does not want to display,
while there’s silence for a few moments. Finally, Gordon offers, “As Jimi says, I’ll see you in the next world,”
and, after a moment, adds, “and don’t be late.” The Big Man drops his head and quickly wipes the back of
his right hand across his face. He strolls as calmly as he can muster back to his station and sits down, look ing away from the corridor.
The priest, a man of average height and build with prematurely graying short hair belying his midthirties age, emerges from the station to walk down the corridor to his charge. As soon as he spots him,
Gordon shouts, “Save it, padre! I don’t need it nor want it.”
The priest continues until he reaches Gordon and calmly says, “Now, son, I can read from any faith, so
don’t let that stop you.”
Gordon leans to the priest and says, “I practice voodoo. Got anything for that?”
The priest looks shocked and protests, “Voodoo is not a faith.”
“Stop,” interrupts Gordon, “I don’t want to hear it and I’m thanking you in advance for honoring my
last wishes.”
Disappointed, the priest says, “You could change your mind. I’ll come with you.”
Gordon shakes his head but smiles as he says, “Not where I’m going. You know where that is, padre,
doncha?”
“Now, son,” says the priest.
“Where I’m going,” Gordon quickly assures him, “there’s no hurt, no pain. It’s calm, peaceful, exquisite

warmth.” Gordon smiles at the priest again as the warden nods to the guards and two of them grab an arm
each and escort Gordon down the corridor. He adds, “Oh, you were probably thinking I meant Hell, weren’t
you, padre?”
The priest follows behind and says, “I didn’t say anything.”
“But you were thinking it,” Gordon says, “and you’d be wrong. It’s called ‘home’, padre. I’m going back
home.” Gordon turns to the warden leading the procession. “Warden,” he demands. The warden stops and
turns around slowly and the guards suddenly halt. Gordon continues, “I just want you to know that when
you see me smile when they swab disinfectant on my arm before they stick that needle in, it’s because we
all sure don’t want me to die of a bacterial infection, now, do we?”
….
The governor leans forward over his desk, bows his head and rubs his right hand hard against his
forehead. When he looks up, he asks, “Why didn’t they present this at trial?”
“They fully expected Schell to confess, revealing that one detail,” the aide explains, “but they now real ize that Schell is truly the killer, one with a complete absence of conscience.”
“That’s just speculation, Oliver, pure speculation,” Governor Jobe argues.
“And how many people do you know, Thomas, that never write in longhand? They always print and
their ‘E’ always resembles an ampersand.” The aide stares down the governor, and asks, “Just how many
people do you know that do that?”
The governor frowns deeply and mumbles, “No one.” Suddenly, his expression changes to hope and he
states, “Still, if we grant a stay, that gives everyone more time to get to the bottom of all this. It’s much better to be right than timely, don’t you think?”
“In a perfect world,” Oliver concedes, “that would be judicious. But you exist in the political world,
Thomas,” and Oliver leans forward to make his point more persuasive. “You have constituents to represent.
If you ignore their wishes, your re-election bid will fail.” He stands up straight and moves slowly to the
front of the desk, not facing the governor, as he continues, “The poll from two days ago shows more than
two-thirds think Gordon Schell is guilty and deserves execution.” He stops and faces the governor as he
adds, “Don’t forget another constituency: the prosecuting attorneys and investigative detectives in this
state. They support your policies, Thomas, more than any other group. If you grant a stay, how do you
think they will react?”
“Not well, I’m sure,” Governor Thomas Jobe reflects, frowning. He looks up at his friend, and flips the
pencil in his right hand again. Slowly, he asks, “So, you suggest that we do nothing?”
“We do nothing,” the governor’s aide pronounces.
– from chapters Destiny, Reversal of Fortune, Passing, Providence, pages 185-186, 188-189, 191-192,
194-196, 199, 205, 208-210, 212-213
The phone on the kitchen wall at the Schell home rings. Rosita appears quickly and reaches to the
phone, hesitates, closes her eyes, takes a deep breath, and lifts the receiver. Pressing the receiver against
her face, she says, “Hello.”
She stands unmoving, silently listening to the phone. Occasionally she blinks, but otherwise she
stands still, betraying no emotion at all. After nearly half a minute, she pulls the receiver from her face,
glances briefly at it, and replaces it back on the hook. She turns around and pulls the chair closest to her
away from the table and steps around it to drop down. She places her arms on the table, hands clasped
tightly together. Slowly, her head falls to the table between her arms, and she lifts her clasped hands above
her head, setting them on top. She sits quietly in this manner until she begins to sob softly.
….
The following afternoon Gordon’s body rests in an open, unadorned casket in a waiting room. He is
dressed in a white T-shirt with a pink open shell printed on the front and blue jeans. Rosita cautiously

steps to the casket, gazing at Gordon's face for a few moments. She instinctively and delicately pushes the
long bangs parted in the middle farther to either side of his head with her right fingers. Stoically, she looks
away from Gordon and everyone else in the room and steps away from the casket.
Melanie and Mark pass by, glancing briefly at Gordon’s face, misty-eyed and baffled. Jose steps to Gordon’s face, holding Melinda in his arms. Melinda looks unconcerned and glances at Jose. She says something and Jose nods. Her face turns into a smile as she touches her heart, her nose, then tries to touch her
Father’s face. Jose has to lean her closer to the body, but she manages to touch Gordon‘s nose and his chest
above his heart. Snapping her eyes shut, Rosita quickly turns away.
….
The previous day, a television mounted on a tray attached to a wall shows the warden as he says, “At
twelve oh six this morning, inmate Gordon Schell was pronounced dead of heart failure upon completion
of the sentence of execution, which began precisely at midnight…” The screen on the TV switches to a female reporter, who states, “That was from the press conference immediately after the execution of Gordon
Schell, which took place earlier this morning…”
The television is located in the commons area of another state prison. Prisoners sit around tables,
some watching the television, some talking, some quiet and disengaged. Among them sits Gunther Rankin
unmoving in his chair, a satisfied smile on his face as he watches the television, his hair cut short and bearing a remarkable resemblance to Gordon just a few months earlier, especially now that his face is clean
shaven. His gaze appears to be unfocused, as though he is reminiscing.
….
Detective Lewis speaks first. “Alright, Rankin, you got us here, so spill it.”
“First, though,” Detective Schneider adds, “tell us how you know who really killed the woman.”
Rankin narrows his eyes, lips drawn into a half-smile, more like a smirk. “That’s easy,” he says, calmly.
“Since I killed her, I should know all the details, doncha think?”
The two detectives glance briefly at each other but hardly display any other reaction. Lewis turns toward Gunther and asks, “What happened that night, then?”
Rankin briefly closes his eyes and says, “First, I slit open the screen on the right window in the dining
room, because the lock was broken and had never been repaired or replaced, so that window would always be open.”
Schneider stops him to ask, “How did you know that?”
Rankin opens his eyes and glares at Schneider. “I knew it.”
Lewis seethes as he remarks, “You’re not cooperating, Rankin!”
“You’re interrupting,” Rankin calmly counters.
There is a momentary silence. Lewis drops his head and resignedly says, “Get on with it.”
Rankin begins speaking again, punctuated by interjections from the two detectives. Lewis writes in
his notebook occasionally and Schneider drops his leg to walk around the room, only to re-position him self in the same manner.
“And that’s it?” Schneider asks incredulously. “You walked out the door and the neighbor and the jogger saw you, not Schell, and you made it to your car parked two blocks away and drove off undetected?”
Lewis adds, “There’s nothing except the window that you couldn’t already know from the trial and
news reports, Rankin.” He grabs his notebook and stands up quickly, disgusted that the trip seems a total
waste of time. He shakes his head as he turns to Schneider and spews, “Let’s go.”
Schneider reaches for the recorder and clicks the stop button. He lifts it and deposits it in a side pocket of his jacket and turns to follow Lewis, who has reached the door and is pulling the handle to open it.
“I left a message for you and you haven’t even asked me about it,” Rankin states matter-of-factly. Lewis
immediately releases his grip on the handle and both detectives freeze. As Rankin stares at the backs of
both men, he adds, “I could have written ‘rest’, but ‘eternal respite’ added a touch of class, wouldn’t you

agree? Besides, it was fitting, too.” Rankin smiles broadly at their backs.
Schneider appears distraught as he complains, “Dammit, Ed, my gut told me that sleezeball did it!”
Lewis stares forward blankly, unmoving, unable to speak.
“Ever play chess, gentlemen?” Rankin asks facetiously, continuing without waiting for a response, “be cause it’s at this point I get to say, ‘checkmate.’”
….
The reporter’s voice pauses but before the voice can begin again, the door of the trailer leading to the
porch suddenly opens and Rosita steps onto the porch, solemn, angry, but poised and strong. Several of her
trailer park neighbors and friends, including Penny and her large husband, Alan, and Jose, have stood vigil
on her porch and instinctively close around her, allowing her a space to address and be seen by those in
front of the porch. With no instinct to move closer to the uplifted microphones scattered around the front
of the porch, she moves to the side rail, built by her now-dead husband, and leans on it with her right arm
for much-needed support.
The reporter’s voice quickly comments, “Here she is now.”
In the background, a bit muted, another reporter’s voice can be heard asking, “Mrs. Schell, can you tell
us what you feel about the governor’s statements?”
Scathingly, Rosita looks down at the reporter as she barks, “What do I feel? What should I feel?” She
pauses for a moment, looking around the grounds where she had lived for so long, the only home any of
her children had ever known. Curiously, no one dares speak and the silence is eerie, unpredictable, discon certing.
She turns her head back to the crowd but looks over their heads as she confides, “I read something the
other day that I need to share with you.” Waiting a moment to gather her thoughts, she glares at face after
face in the crowd with indictment as she states, “Take a foolish thing and even if a million people believe it
true, it is still a foolish thing. That is what I have felt throughout this whole nightmare. This was all a fool ish thing, and not one of you can undo this.”
Rosita glares at several in attendance and turns around to take one step back to the door. Several reporters begin to yell more questions, which she pays no heed. Instead, she stops in mid-stride, spins
around and quickly steps to the rail and slaps it once to loudly proclaim, with seething, visible anger shak ing her countenance, “Fools killed my husband, Gordon!” Scanning the faces with no change in her expres sion, she slaps the rail yet again. “Fools made my children fatherless.” Holding the rail to keep from falling,
feeling suddenly spent, her voice is much softer as she blurts what she has always known for the entire ordeal, “You are all fools.”
Expending considerable effort, she turns around and steps back toward the trailer. Penny grabs her
waist and holds her upright as the two enter the trailer amidst a growing chaos of comments, questions,
and rumor coming from the crowd before the porch.
Alan suddenly steps to the edge of the porch, with Jose right behind him, and in a loud, booming, bass
voice, his arms crossed defiantly, he commands, “Mrs. Schell thanks you all for coming and now asks that
you respect her request to vacate her property now.” Two more men, neighbors from the trailer park, step
out to create a phalanx on the porch as Alan adds, “I should remind you that this trailer park and each lot
in it is private property. Unless you have the permission of the property owner, we can request the police
have you removed. We would appreciate not having to resort to that, so please leave.”
Jose smilingly moves around Alan down the porch one slow step at a time, waving his arms to persuade the reporters and onlookers to disperse. Reluctantly, all retreat from the porch.
In the conference room, Adam lifts a remote control from the table and pushes a button to turn off the
television. No one offers any verbal comment at all.
After a few moments, everyone departs the conference room save Manny, still sitting in the same spot
at the table, and Adam, who has stood up to return the control to its spot next to the television and watch
everyone file out from the room. Manny asks softly, looking down at the table, “May I have a moment with
you, Adam, before you return to your office, please?”

“Of course, Manny,” Adam replies and, sensing that Manny is about to propose something of which will
pack a considerable impact, sits down at the head of the table to be at eye level.
“Adam,” Manny begins, “you heard the governor. He’s acknowledged the irreparable harm that the
state has incurred upon the family. He wants to negotiate with them for a just reparation.”
“I think I know where you’re going with this,” Adam interjects while Manny pauses.
“That woman and her family have been through a torment none of us can imagine,” Manny continues,
shaking his head, still looking down at the table. “She has been a rock of stability and restraint through the
very worst that can happen to rip a family apart, all for her children. They have looked to her for guidance
and understanding and have received it in abundance.” Manny lifts his head, rubs his hands over his eyes,
and looks at Adam. “That woman will never receive her due if she negotiates with the governor’s office on
her own.”
Adam lifts his right hand like a stop sign and advises, “Stop before you go any further. I know what you
propose to do and have to advise you that you will have to resign from the firm to do so.”
“She needs proper, adequate, aggressive representation, Adam,” Manny counters.
“I agree,” Adam says, nodding his head, “and you are going to provide that representation.” Adam
leans casually back in his chair and presses the tips of his fingers on each hand together. “Let me explain
what I have learned about you since you first came here. While I have worked hard to make you a partner,
maybe in the hopes that one day you would be the managing partner, I have always sensed that you feel
constrained. We have a singular focus at this firm and I like to think we’re good at what we do. You, however, have broader objectives.” Adam pauses to sit up and lean forward with his hands on the table, looking
directly in Manny’s face. “My advice to you, Manny, is to seek those objectives, set out on your own, and
this opportunity can be the launching of your own successful practice.”
Manny shakes his head but smiles at Adam as he says, “I really expected you to be disappointed in me,
Adam, and feel that I was abandoning you.”
“This whole thing has been a disgusting mess,” Adam confides, “and, to date, only Gordon and Rosita
Schell have held up to it with any dignity. Everyone else has fallen away but I think that is going to change.”
Adam pauses to reflect and looks away to the door of the conference room. “People are going to change be cause I refuse to lose hope in every human being’s basic decency.” He turns to Manny and smiles encourag ingly. “You now have your place in this, Manny. Fulfill it.” Adam rises from his chair and steps around the
table to Manny, still seated. He stops behind Manny, places a hand on either shoulder, squeezes Manny’s
shoulders and pats his right shoulder with his right hand. Manny hangs his head as Adam steps around the
other side of the table and exits the conference room without looking back.
….
A few weeks later, Rosita and Manny stand before a hotel elevator door, silently waiting for the car. A
moment later, the bell rings and a few seconds later the door opens and they enter the empty car. Manny
presses the button for the bottom floor and the door closes. He turns to Rosita and commends, “You did
well for your first meeting with big-time lawyers. I was very impressed.”
Rosita scowls thinking about what took place and remarks, “After two weeks of excuses, they really
pissed me off when they wanted to chit chat like we were old friends. They really had some nerve.”
“That’s a feeling out process,” Manny advises, “trying to see if they can build trust in you.” He turns to
her and rests his right hand on her left arm below her shoulder as he adds, “You did exactly what you
needed to do. You kept your composure and made them stick to the task at hand.”
Rosita looks down at his hand on her shoulder and glances at him severely. Manny quickly removes
his hand and flashes an expression like a boy caught with dirty magazines by his mother. Rosita comments,
dryly, “It won’t do any good to be angry. I know that.”
The elevator slows and, seconds later, the door opens to the hotel lobby. Manny points his left hand
while holding his brief case out to the lobby. As Rosita steps out first, he puts his right arm behind her but
avoids touching her. As they walk through the lobby side by side, Manny says, “Now that they have made
their first play, we need to talk about our strategy and what I can do to make it as painful for them as pos -

sible.”
“I’m listening,” Rosita says, looking forward as they approach the hotel entrance.
“Not here,” Manny says, “and I don’t have an office, yet.” Rosita steps through the automatic door and
stops a few paces out of the way of people coming and going and Manny steps up to face her. They look at
each other a moment until Manny says, “May I suggest we gather at your kitchen table and discuss what
we need to do, please?”
“As long as my neighbor is home and can sit with us,” Rosita counters.
Manny shakes his head and says, “No, we can’t have anyone knowing what we plan to do. It has to be
just you and me.” He hangs his head as he adds, “I know what it looks like to have a strange man in your
home and I wish I didn’t have to suggest it but we need to discuss this and be ready for our next meeting
with them.” He lifts up his head and, appearing contrite, quickly and resolutely adds, “Let me apologize
right now for putting my hand on your arm. That was uncalled for and wrong of me to do and it will never
happen again.”
Unblinking, Rosita stares at his face up and down for a few moments. “Alright,” she says, seriously,
“and you should apologize. I am your client, not your date.”
“You are absolutely correct,” Manny agrees, still contrite. “I am your attorney and should act like one
at all times.” He hangs his head as he adds, “You should have slapped me. I deserve it still.”
“That won’t be necessary,” Rosita insists. “I think you get the point.” She turns around and begins to
walk to the parking lot, briefly smiling to herself.
….
The governor steps to a podium holding some loose papers in his right hand, setting them on the
stand in front of the many microphones. He begins, “Thank you all for coming. I will be brief and I will not
take any questions at the conclusion.
“As you know, my office has been negotiating with the family of Gordon Schell–who was convicted and
executed for a crime he did not commit–and their representative for reparations. This morning, both sides
have reached a tentative settlement, subject to acceptance by the family and budget authorization from the
state legislature. The agreement reached includes a payment to the family of ten million dollars. In addi tion, at the insistence of Mister Schell’s widow, Rosita Schell, we have also agreed to clear every Death Row
wing and judiciously, systematically and thoroughly review every current case which has resulted in a
death sentence, and, further, to suspend all death sentences in the state indefinitely or until every current
case has been reviewed completely. My office will create a board of inquiry to conduct these reviews and
details will be forthcoming. As of this moment, all Corrections facilities have been notified to empty their
Death Row wings and move the affected inmates back to the general prison population immediately.
Thank you.”
The governor quickly steps away from the podium to his right and his aide, Oliver, steps to the podium
from the other side. Oliver announces, “I will take your questions, now, but, please, keep in mind that there
are some questions that I cannot answer at this time...”
Not two hours later, Manny drives his car into the trailer park and is confronted with the sight of sev eral television trucks, and a huge number of other vehicles, including police squad cars. He spots an opening at the side and parks his car somewhat haphazardly into it, resigned to gathering his briefcase and grocery sack in the back seat and walking to the Schell trailer several hundred feet away.
When he reaches the trailer he is deluged with reporters and onlookers spilling into the road and
neighboring yards. A few reporters sit casually on the porch as Manny pushes through the crowd and up
the steps of the porch, ignoring the questions and pleas for comments until he stands atop the porch. He
glances from person to person residing on the porch and says, calmly, “I’ll make a brief statement but only
after you clear this porch. I shouldn’t have to remind you that this is private property.”
Manny sets down his briefcase and sack next to the door and waits a few more moments as the reporters step down from the porch. Finally, he addresses the audience, saying, “As the governor has already
stated, we have both reached a tentative agreement. I’d like to further clarify that it was my client, Rosita

Schell, who resolutely insisted that the settlement include the provision for death sentence reviews and a
temporary moratorium on executions in this state. In memory of her husband, she has vowed to do every thing possible to ensure that the tragedy which befell her family should never be endured by any other
family ever again. Last, let me tell you in no uncertain terms about this woman. There is absolutely no
amount of money or action taken by the state that can give her what she wants most of all: to have her
husband, completely innocent of any crime, returned to her. She can never have what she wants most of all
and nothing will make up for that.”
Manny bends down and lifts his briefcase and sack from the porch, turns back to the crowd and adds,
“Now, if you’ll excuse me, I have to consult with my client. I will take questions later and my client will de liver a statement soon.” He turns to the door, shifts the sack to his left with the briefcase, opens the screen
door, steps inside it as it rests against him, opens the front door, steps inside the trailer and closes the door
behind him quickly.
Inside the trailer, Rosita and Penny sit together on the sofa, holding each other’s hand. The phone
rings and Penny exclaims, “That damn thing’s done nothing but ring all morning.”
As she gets up to answer it, Manny asks, “You haven’t let Rosita talk, have you?”
From the kitchen, Penny reaches for the receiver and replies, “Just listen, Manny.” She puts the receiver to her ear, waits a moment, and says into the receiver, “No, Mr. Morris, she is not available to answer any
questions or speak with anyone, and do not call her, again, please. Thank you.” She removes the receiver
from her ear and drops it onto the hook. She glances at Manny and asks, “Satisfied?”
….
Manny explains, “Okay, Rosita, this is the document that spells out the terms for the endowment be tween the university and us.” He pauses and leans forward, resting on his left arm, as she flips each page
and glances briefly. “All of the conditions that we stipulated are here, including that the student must not
be eligible for any other grant, will not be able to attend without obtaining an educational loan, has a letter
of recommendation from one or more of the student’s teachers, and has submitted an essay about the stu dent’s plans and hopes for the future, and that two students will be awarded full rides each year, one male
and one female.” Manny stands erect and crosses his arms as he continues, his voice more friendly, less of ficial. “I’ve met with the chancellor personally, Rosita, most of his staff and everyone who administers
grant programs. They’re all sympathetic to your ordeal and are excited and looking forward to doing anything they can to help you make this endowment a success.” Rosita looks up at Manny and he stares back.
“Of course, it will be known as the Gordon Schell Endowment. Are you ready?”
Almost in a daze, Rosita snaps out of it and says, “Absolutely. Let’s get started.”
Manny hands her a pen from his suit coat and says, “Sign your name on the last page on the line above
your typed name. That’s it.”
She takes the pen he offers and signs the page and hands the document back to Manny, who places it
in one of the dividers in his briefcase before retrieving a second legal-size document and setting it before
Rosita. He says, “This is the document that establishes the trust with the bank for the endowment. The investment choices, initially, are reasonably safe and secure, but we can review and make changes every six
months.”
He reaches for the document as Rosita leans back in her chair and he turns it to the last page. “You
need to sign here,” he says, “above your name.” Still holding the pen, she leans forward and signs on the
line where Manny has pointed and leans back. “I’ll need a check for a hefty four million dollars made out to
the bank before I leave,” he adds, gathering the document and dropping it into his briefcase.
“Those bloodsuckers,” Penny says, in mock anger, stepping to Rosita to place her left hand on Rosita’s
left shoulder and rubbing it. Rosita rests her right hand on top of Penny’s hand, and smiles at Penny, who
smiles back warmly.
Manny bends forward over the table to reach two of the champagne glasses. He hands one of them to
Penny from behind Rosita and says, “I’d like to propose a toast to Gordon, if I may.” He looks down to Rosi ta as she looks up and quickly pushes the chair back from the table to stand up. Manny reaches for the

third glass and hands it to Rosita and she holds it up steady. Manny adds, as he lifts his glass, “To your hus band, Gordon Schell. May his death not be in vain nor his life forgotten.”
Both Manny and Penny wait for Rosita’s reaction. After a moment, still holding her glass at arm’s
length and steady, she softly says, “I only think of Gordon as alive, even though I know he’ll never return to
me.” She pauses and looks up to the ceiling and, finally, lifts her glass high, adding, “Wherever you are, silly
boy, I hope you approve and will always smile down on me.”
“Amen,” Penny says. Rosita turns to Penny and they clank their glasses together. Rosita turns to Manny
and their glasses clank together and Manny leans to do the same with Penny. All take a small sip from each
of their glasses.
Rosita sets her glass down, steps up to Penny and puts her arms around Penny and rests her head on
Penny’s right shoulder, saying, “Thank you for being such a good friend.”
Holding her glass away with her right hand, Penny reaches around Rosita with her left and squeezes
her, saying, “Anything I can do to help you, girlfriend, I will do it.”
Manny turns away to look out the window and sips from his glass, partly from a desire to respect the
women’s privacy and partly as a matter of self-contemplation. When Rosita and Penny release each other,
Rosita turns to see Manny has turned his back to them, so she taps him on his right shoulder. When Manny
turns to her, Rosita asks innocently, “Can I get a hug from you, too?”
Without waiting for his response she steps up to him and puts her arms around his back as he opens
his arms slightly, moving his right arm, holding the champagne glass, out of the way. Rosita gently rests her
head against his chest and squeezes him. Slowly, Manny sets his glass on the table and puts both arms
around her back and squeezes her tightly, closing his eyes. They remain in their embrace for a few mo ments until Rosita leans away from him and he relaxes his grip and drops his arms and she slides her arms
around him and drops them at her side.
Moving back one step, Rosita says, “I have some place I need to go soon. I appreciate all you have done
for me, both of you.” She turns to acknowledge Penny as she says this. Both Manny and Penny take their
glasses and down the last of the champagne and set the glasses on the table but Rosita leaves hers untouched. Instead, she asks, “When will the trust and endowment be established, Manny?”
Manny replies, “It will be ready and serviceable by the start of the next semester.” He bends down to
lift his briefcase from the floor and adds, “People from the university’s grant administration will want to
talk to you about its requirements and practice as you envision it, but I will help coordinate that contact
with you.”
“Thank you,” Rosita says appreciatively.
“I should be going now, too,” Manny says, moving toward the exit from the kitchen. “I’ll stay in touch
but don’t hesitate to call me, Rosita, for anything.” As Rosita moves to follow him, he adds, “I can find my
way out, thank you.” Rosita immediately stops following him.
Still standing away from the others in contemplation, Alan suddenly blurts, “I’ve never said this before, but I loved Gordon like he was my own brother.” Everyone looks at Alan, even Manny, who has
stopped in the doorway of the kitchen. “I can remember when you first moved in,” he says, looking directly
at Rosita, “and I invited him to meet my racing buddies. I thought they’d just tear him up, but he acted like
a good ole boy and they all liked him right away. He was that way. He never judged anyone and he was fearless and he was always there when I needed him.” Alan pauses and gazes in Penny’s eyes as he adds, “I
can’t count the times he saved my marriage just by listening to me and helping me understand my own
wife.”
Penny steps from the other side of the kitchen to her husband and wraps her arms around him. She
turns to Rosita and says, “Well, we should probably be going, too.”
Manny quietly turns around and leaves the room. A moment later they hear the front door open and
close.
….
In the daylight of the next morning, the three walk down a sidewalk and pass a window full of musical

instruments. Prominent in the display is a golden tenor saxophone, held upright next to its case and a sign
that reads simply, “Sale.” Clarence stops to admire the instrument. Jade says something and Clarence re sponds. Jasmine pleads, and Jade pleads, but Clarence shakes his head unconvincingly. The girl takes his
arm and starts to pull him to the door, while the boy quickly grabs his other arm and more rigorously pulls
him to the door and inside all three disappear. After a few minutes all three emerge from the door,
Clarence holding a case by its handle as he smiles from one of the children to the other and each returns
his smile …
Later that day, the three step into a large ball room with a sign just outside the door that reads, “Na tional Cribbage Tournament, Junior Division.” During her first game, Jasmine lays down her hand, says
something to her opponent and moves her back peg beyond the front one a few holes.
Jade lays down a five on top of a jack and moves his back peg two pins. His opponent lays down a five
and moves the back peg two pins. Jade lays down another five and moves his back peg six pins beyond the
front peg …
With the tournament concluded, a middle-aged man stands at a podium and makes an announcement
and Jade steps from the side to the front of the podium. The man lifts a trophy from a table and hands it to
the boy, who is all smiles and lifts it for all to see.
The man makes another announcement and Jasmine steps from the side to accept a larger trophy
from the man. Holding it in her right hand, she raises her right arm and stretches her left arm up like a vic torious combatant. Clarence looks on from the audience, smiling proudly …
– from chapters Schell Shock, Revelation, Principal Reaction, Requiem for a Lightweight, pages 217, 219,
221, 223-225, 232-234, 236-237, 240-242, 245-248, 253
Five years after Gordon Schell’s execution, Manuel Rodriguez publishes a book chronicling his experiences working the case that propelled a national re-examination of the legal system and capital punish ment, in particular. The last chapter of his book contains Manny’s observations of most of the people who
were involved in this story, much like a “where are they now” section. Following are quotes from The Wake
by Manuel Rodriguez.
….
“After his conviction for armed robbery, Gunther Rankin was transferred to the same facility which
housed Gordon until his execution. The Death Row wing had been emptied and Johnny Morales had entered the general prison population, a move which proved crucial three years later. At that time, Rankin,
Morales, and two other inmates performed one of the most daring escapes from a maximum security
prison ever undertaken. The resulting manhunt, lasting over three months, succeeded in capturing all the
prisoners except Rankin. Morales was quoted as saying, ‘I always thought that Gunther Rankin was a
sleezeball, until he came up with this escape idea. You have to admit, it was pure genius.’ Thus, Gunther
Rankin, the mastermind of the prison escape, still remains at large, a focus of continuing investigation, but
leads seem to get fewer and less reliable as time goes by. Even when he was the subject of a segment on a
television show featuring stories of criminals on the run, the leads from that exposure were useless. Perhaps, the host of the television show was right when he observed at the segment’s conclusion, ‘It’s as
though Gunther Rankin has fallen off the face of the earth.’
“A scant three years after embarking on her educational pursuits, Rosita Schell had achieved her G. E.
D., a law degree and had passed the law exam on her first attempt, allowing her to practice law in the state
of North Carolina. If the above hasn’t convinced one of the extraordinary level of conviction and determination that this woman possesses, try facing off with her in a courtroom. Fortunately, I haven’t experienced the displeasure of that event, but I have witnessed her thoroughly dispatch her lesser competition
with arguments, logic and preparation unequaled. That she refuses to represent affluent clients, concentrating instead on those clients with no means at their disposal and usually of Spanish-speaking origin, is

admirable. She has also overseen the successful graduation of the first four students who received a university education through her endowment exclusively. Currently working a case seeking compensation for
taxes withheld from several illegal immigrants deported back to Mexico, I predict that she will prevail in
the end. It will certainly send chills through those among us attempting to stem illegal immigration by de porting those immigrants who work jobs none of the rest of us will undertake but who still pay more than
their fair share for services that benefit all of us.
“Why do I think Rosita Schell will prevail? Rosita has an uncanny ability to separate the right from the
wrong and argue in a way that easily distinguishes both so that only an unreasonable zealot would hold
onto their tenuous position. I would simply advise avoiding her wrath. As a personal note, every weekend,
she visits the grave where the body of Gordon Schell lays under six feet of dirt, without fail.
“As for me, I own and run a humble law practice which does reasonably well. If I have developed a
specialization, it would be defending those caught in the over-reaching snare of changes to due process
through seemingly well-meaning efforts of 'Homeland Security.' The idea that we should allow government
to peer into every aspect of our lives because only criminals have anything to hide is misplaced ignorance
at best. I’ll defer to Benjamin Franklin, however, who may have phrased it more aptly. 'Those who would
give up essential liberty to purchase a little temporary safety deserve neither liberty nor safety.' I couldn’t
write it any better than that, but I will offer one warning. Continue down this slippery slope on which we
are now sliding and one will soon have neither.”
….
The nurse states, “It’s a baby boy, Mom and Dad.” A baby’s cry is heard.
“You did it, Melinda,” the man says. “I’m so proud of you.”
“I’m so tired,” Melinda sighs.
The nurse says, “I’m almost done cleaning up this healthy, little baby boy. Do you have a name, yet?”
The man says, “We thought, if it’s a boy, that we should name him after her father, Gordon.”
The doctor says, “That’s a nice name. I like that.”
Melinda says, “Can I hold him? Can I hold my baby, now?”
“Here you are, Mama,” the nurse says.
“Oh, he’s looking up at you, honey,” the man says, adding, “He looks content, doesn’t he?”
“That he does,” says the nurse. “And, look, he’s closing his eyes. I’ll bet he’s tired.”
“From a long journey,” the man comments. “I’ll bet every baby thinks it’s a long journey.”
….
Manny walks rapidly down the long hall to the last door on the left and steps through. Inside the room
stands Rosita, her face a bit wrinkled but still youthful and vibrant and her hair still jet black, and Maria,
older and graying but smiling as freely as always. Manny pants, almost out of breath, “Good. I caught you
before you left.”
“Rosita’s pretty worried about you, Manny,” Maria says, a twinkle in her eyes. “She was just telling me
that she thinks you’re losing it.”
Rosita protests, “Now, that’s not what I said, Maria.”
“Look, I apologize for sounding a bit disconcerted,” Manny explains, setting his briefcase on the floor.
As he opens a side pocket, he adds, “but you’ll understand why I was acting like I did. Here,” he says,
pulling out a letter-size envelope. He opens it and removes a sheet of paper and a smaller, unopened enve lope. Handing the sheet to Rosita, he adds, “just read this and you’ll know why.”
Taking the sheet proffered by Manny, Rosita glances over it and comments, “My god, Manny, this is
Gordon’s handwriting, or printing. He always printed, and this is the date of his execution.”
“Read it,” Manny insists.
Rosita, in some initial shock, focuses on the paper before her and reads aloud, “Senor Manuel Rodriguez. Being my attorney of record, you have proven to be concerned only with my interests and those of

my family. As evidence, your action in securing my will, strictly taken of your own account, will certainly
protect and provide for my family. For this, you should receive my eternal gratitude and I trust that this let ter serves as such.
“I ask of you one final act as my legal representative. As you may recall, you asked me once if I consid ered my wonderful wife–the only human being on this big blue spaceship who ever even attempted to tru ly understand me–if I considered her ‘the love of my life.’ While I responded that I did not, I have conclud ed that it is, indeed, true. In fact, she has been, is now, and was always meant to be with me in this life. I
could not escape her desire for me any more than I could ignore my desire for her.
“Contained in this envelope are a few words that I want her to read at some point in the future, but at
what point? If Rosita is truly the love of my life in this soon to be concluded existence, then I can state that
I know her better than anyone else. I know her so well that I can predict her actions, even well into the fu ture. So that you know when the ‘point’ has been reached, you will hear her speak of the need to visit her
children, who will have scattered apart, successful in making their way in their lives, with children of their
own. She will say that she needs to see her grandchildren before they forget they ever had a grandmother.
Her children will be scattered; her grandchildren hardly know their grandmother. This will be her motiva tion for the next few months and you will recognize it when it occurs. Please deliver the envelope to her at
that time and do not fail me.
“In all that has transpired, you still will maintain an obligation to me, if you are a man of honor and respect your responsibilities as an officer of the court. I do not hesitate in believing that you will act in accordance with these last requests. I will always be grateful for your cooperation and I remain, as always, Gordon R. Schell.”
Maria hangs her head, looking at the floor as she walks around Rosita’s desk to look out the window.
Manny thrusts the sealed envelope in his left hand toward Rosita.
Rosita rubs her forehead as she sets the sheet down on her desk and takes the envelope from Manny.
Confused, she asks, “Why didn’t you share this with me earlier? Why did you wait twenty-two years, Man ny?”
Manny shakes his head once as he replies, calmly, “It wasn’t entrusted to you, Rosita. It was entrusted
to me.”
….
“Gordon wanted to show us one of his favorite places in the mountains,” Rosita says, turning to face
Manny, “and J R offered to watch the kids, so off we went. That first afternoon, after we pitched the tents,
Gordon and Jose took off for a long hike. They got about five miles until Jose slipped and fell and hurt his
back. They started back, but Jose finally couldn’t go any further because his back hurt so much. Gordon
stood him up, put him over his shoulder and carried him about two miles, resting frequently, and mostly in
the dark. We were in a panic because they didn’t get back until after midnight, but I wouldn’t let Maria get
help.” Rosita hangs her head for a moment, and looks up at Manny. “I didn’t want any attention because I
was here illegally.”
“Jose said that he kept telling Gordon to leave him and go get help,” Maria adds, “but Gordon said he
couldn’t do that. Rosita would be too scared and I would never forgive him for leaving Jose.”
Rosita smiles at the memory and says, “He was so exhausted, that even though I tried to arouse him
because I wanted to make love, he just fell asleep.”
Maria smiles while looking at Rosita. She says, “He proposed the next week and you said, ‘Yes.’”
Rosita nods her head and grins widely as she remarks, “I very much wanted to be his wife.”
Maria looks at Rosita with a maternal compassion and says, “So, you see, muchacha, I kept quiet to
give you two a chance, but I truly thought you would rip him apart, just like you did with most of your
men.”
Rosita smiles. “Gordon was unlike any man I ever knew. I could never stay mad at him. He just knew
how to make me smile and laugh, even when it was really bad.”
It’s quiet for a few seconds, until Maria looks at Manny and says, “As for you, Manny, I have this.” She

waits for Manny to look at him with attention. “I did read your book. I just didn’t want to tell you, knowing
that it would go to your ego-driven head.” Manny smiles and starts to protest but Maria raises her hand to
stop him. “Our district subscribes to many magazines with education themes, including some about innovative techniques or methods. Not long ago, I read about this village on one of the remote islands in the
Phillipines. Over the years, this teacher, whose grandparents were from a different part of the island and
had left for the U.S., had been building this computer network for all the villagers. He had scavenged,
scoured and begged for microwave antennas, satellite antennas, routers, computers, generators driven by
wind power, solar generators, and spare parts, all of it to be thrown away until he and some of the villagers
he trained refurbished or rebuilt it back to working condition. They constructed water-tight buildings for
every few families so that everyone had access to a computer and the Internet, connected by satellite. He
obtained books and other materials and every child over ten could read and write English fluently. The village even made money with software applications, services and consulting. They had pictures and the setup was incredibly impressive.”
Manny looks raptly at Maria, as she pauses to measure his interest. Finally, he asks, “What does this
have to do with me?”
“Who do you think the teacher was?” Maria poses to both.
“Who?” Manny asks, impatiently.
“Barry,” Maria answers, smiling contentedly.
Rosita and Manny both blurt out together, “Barry?”
Maria continues to smile broadly as she replies, “It pays to have a Masters in electrical engineering, I
guess.” She looks down at the desk before her and reaches into her purse. Removing a sheet of paper fold ed in half, she unfolds it, while Rosita and Manny look at each other quizzically. Looking to Rosita, Maria
says, “I was going to show this to you during our trip, but I want to share it with both of you now.”
Feeling a little tired on her feet, Maria pulls out the chair and sits down. Once she’s comfortable, she
holds the paper open before her and states, “There was an email address in the article, so I emailed Barry.
For a while, I thought he must not have received it or he was, somehow, mad at me, at us, but, finally, after
two months, I received an email with the subject reading, ‘Hi, Maria! How have you been? I miss your cooking!’ It was Barry and he wrote that he was so shocked to hear from someone in his past that it took him
that long to compose a response. Anyway, we’ve emailed back and forth ever since and I asked him once
how he ended up where he did. This is what he wrote back.”
Manny leans forward, resting his chin in his left fist, his left elbow set on his leg. Rosita wears a slight
frown and leans back.
Maria reads from the paper, “Oh, how can I say it? After all that had happened, there came a time
when I was lost. Gordon was gone. He was the friend I trusted the most. Rosita was so filled with misplaced anger about homosexuals, she made me uncomfortable–”
“I always considered Barry a friend,” Rosita interrupts.
“Hush,” Maria chides, looking up at Rosita, her eyelids narrowed. Rosita bows her head and Maria
looks down at the paper and reads again. “You and your wonderful husband, Jose, were busy with school.
Everyone, friends and family alike, seemed to be leaving me, moving away, and I was unsure of what to do,
where to go, until one night I had a dream. In the dream, I was standing alone in some desolate, flat land scape, and everywhere I could see, there was nothing but dirt, miles and miles of dirt. I thought, how do I
get out of here? Which direction should I take? Immediately, I heard a voice behind me say, ‘Go back home,
Barry.’ When I turned around to see whose voice said that, Gordon was standing behind me, pointing for ward. He looked at me with that half-smile of his–the one that when you saw it, you knew everything was
all right–and he said, ‘Your people want you, need you. You know the way.’ I woke right up, thought about it
for a while, and I knew what I had to do. I got my things in order the next day, made my way here the fol lowing day, and I’ve never looked back.”
Maria stops reading, though she continues to look only at the paper. Both Manny and Rosita want to
speak, but neither makes an attempt while Maria remains focused on the paper she holds. Instead, they
glance at each other. After a few more seconds of silence, Maria reads, “Still, I was always uncertain why I
was here and what my life means. That is, until I read Mr. Rodriguez’ book.” Manny smiles but Maria never

looks up nor hesitates. “One of my old students found a copy and sent it to me from Manila. As I read it, I
started remembering things about Gordon that I hadn’t thought about for quite some time. When I finally
got to the part where Mr. Rodriguez met Gordon the first time, there it was. Gordon told him, ‘Death is not
permanent,’ and I remembered how many times he told me the same thing. We live on, through our children, and our lifeblood becomes their lifeblood. We live on in the memories, even the dreams, of those we
influence. We live on in the tangible works we leave behind for others to use. So, you see, Maria, he was
right, as usual. Death is not permanent. I live on and all of this is my life, the one I forged and it has meaning. You live on. We all shall…”
Maria glances from Rosita to Manny and says, “There’s more, but that’s enough for now.” She folds the
paper and rises from the chair. Her speech is soft, re-assuring. “You two argue, I suppose, because it’s in
your nature, but you can’t convince me about Gordon’s guilt or innocence, because I already know.” She returns the paper to her purse and turns away from both. “And, to me it’s pointless. If he’s guilty, he paid for
his crime.” She walks to the window and glances about, darting her focus to the trees, the people bustling
below, the buildings, and the mountains in the distance. “If you feel somehow dirty from the settlement
money, let me remind you that your endowment is one of the most successful at the university. Hundreds
have completed their education only because of you two and contributions, mostly from those very gradu ates, have exceeded forty million dollars. No one’s going to argue that you didn’t give back.”
Maria crosses her arms. “If Gordon was innocent, then he sacrificed himself for us. I would never have
persevered through school if he were here to occasionally chastise me. I persevered to honor him, refusing
to let him down, Jose, too.”
Maria turns around and leans her back against the window, her arms still crossed. She stares ahead,
not focusing on either of the other occupants in the office. “I remember how mad you used to get,
muchacha, when Gordon would ask you to tell him who you are, and you would say, ‘I’m a Mexican
woman,’ and he would stop you with that buzzing sound, and say, ‘Tell me what I cannot see with my own
eyes, what I cannot hear with my own ears.’ But he taught you well, Rosita, and I hear you remind people
of the human characteristics no one can control: gender, color, place of birth, and primary language. All of
those are out of our control, so how can they possibly be a part of our identity? Because, if they are, just exactly who are we? Are we human beings out of control or puppets whose strings are pulled by others?”
Maria pauses for only a moment and shifts her gaze to stare sympathetically at Rosita’s face and Rosi ta stares back attentively, knowingly. She advises her oldest friend, “Gordon taught me well, too, and I
learned from him. Only small bits and pieces are revealed by you and we must separate the relevant from
the irrelevant, but time and experience allow us to ‘see’ the real you. We can never completely know you,
but we can fill that gap in our knowledge of you with trust, belief, a leap of faith. One of the last things he
said to you was, ‘I believe in you.’ Well, I believed in him and always will. In my heart, I know what happened, know it. I know what he did and didn’t do, and he knew exactly what he was doing.”
Manny sits quietly, looking intently from one woman to the other. When he hears the last of Maria’s
speech, he is suddenly shaken. He has heard that before.
….
Melinda asks from the kitchen, “Can I bring you anything?”
“Not right now, hon,” Rosita says, closing her eyes.
“I’m fine, Melinda,” Maria says.
“I’ve got some things going on in the kitchen, so I hope you don’t mind if I don’t join you for a little bit,”
Melinda says.
Maria says, “You take care of what you need to, Melinda. We’re fine. We can still take care of
ourselves.”
Melinda reaches for a radio on the kitchen counter and turns it on as she announces, “I’m going to listen to the radio while I putter around. If they play Mark’s song, Mom, I’ll call out.”
Rosita opens her road-weary eyes and replies, “That would be nice. I haven’t heard it in a while.” She
closes her eyes and begins to drift away into a nap, the low level of the music soothing her way.

Melinda leans against the counter, reading a cook book, when a timer goes off. She sets the book
down, grabs an oven mitt, steps to the oven and opens it. She removes one tray of cookies and sets it on
the open counter, reaches back into the oven and removes a second tray of cookies, setting it next to the
first.
The door leading outside from the kitchen bursts open and a little boy about five leaps into the
kitchen. He slams the door shut, takes two running steps, and stops dead in his tracks when Melinda admonishes, “Just hold it right there, buster.”
Apologetically, the boy says, “Sorry, Mom.”
“Your grandmother is sleeping in the living room so you need to be especially quiet, all right?” Melinda warns him.
Brushing back his thin, brown hair with his right hand, the little boy’s eyes light up and he asks, “Can I
go see her?”
“Sure,” Melinda says, “but you have to be quiet.”
“Okay,” the little boy replies, grinning. He tiptoes quietly to the opening in the kitchen, stops to look
through, and tiptoes into the living room. With great exaggeration, he tiptoes around the lifted foot section
of the easy chair, and stands unmoving. His face is only a few inches from Rosita’s face. He stares at her and
grins, not making a sound.
Rosita suddenly opens her eyes, fixes her gaze upon the boy just inches from her face, smiles warmly
and soothingly says, “Well, hello there, handsome.”
Somewhat shyly, the little boy softly says, “Hi, Granma.” Rosita lifts her right hand and rests it on the
left side of his face. The little boy lifts his left arm and grabs Rosita’s right forearm and both gaze unblink ing at the other, smiling.
Melinda appears at the opening, leaning against the wall. Maria looks at the two to her right, young
and old, and smiles happily. Rosita drops her arm to her side and the little boy lets his arm slide off hers to
rest at his side.
Suddenly, his eyes widen, and he asks, “Can I show you something, Granma?”
Her smile widening, Rosita softly says, “You sure can.”
“Okay,” the little boy says, seeing if she’s ready. “Watch,” he adds and Rosita nods. The little boy touches his chest at his heart with the index finger of his right hand. Lifting the same hand, he touches his nose
with the same finger. He reaches to Rosita with his right hand and touches her nose gently with his finger
and drops his hand to softly touch her chest, above her left breast. With a grand flair, he exclaims, “The
nose knows all!” Instantly, he turns and runs out of the living room, past his mother and into the kitchen,
stopping abruptly.
Rosita turns to Melinda, her eyes misting. Melinda shrugs her shoulders and remarks, “Yeah, he just
started doing that a few days ago.” She turns and steps into the kitchen, looking at the boy, and says,
“What’s on your mind, champ?”
“What’s that I smell, Mom?” the little boy says with great curiosity.
Melinda walks past him, gently rubbing her hand over his head, and says, “I just baked some peanut
butter cookies.” She steps over to the counter.
“Oooh!” the boy says, excitedly. “Can I have one?”
“Yes,” Melinda says. As she retrieves a spatula and slides it under one of the cookies, the boy steps up
to his mother and wraps both arms around her right thigh and hugs her. She lifts the cookie and hands it to
him, which he takes with his right hand while still squeezing her thigh with his left.
– from chapters The Wake, Turn! Turn! Turn!, Closing Arguments, Verdict, pages 255, 257-259, 261, 263265, 269-273, 278-279
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Gordon Schell quit his job—fourth time in six years—and his diminutive but voluptuous
Mexican-American wife, Rosita, is angry. She’ll have to wait tables to provide for the family of
five and she hates that. When Gordon finds work just days later, instead of starting his new
employment he’s arrested for murder. A witness identified his mug as the suspect seen
leaving the victim’s house around the time of her death. Complicating matters further, Gordon
denies knowing the victim, Darcy Rowland, even though he has been in her house before.
What is Gordon hiding?
Tried, convicted and sentenced to death, Gordon has a date with the executioner. His new
attorney, Manny Rodriguez, and the private investigator must race to discover enough
evidence which points to the real killer to convince the governor to order a stay. Knowing he
will die soon, Gordon tells Rosita that he will be back for her, but only if she tells him from her
own lips that she still believes in him. Before she says it, the guards haul Gordon away. Does
he meet his executioner? And, if so, did he hear her? Can Gordon really come back for the only
woman he ever loved?
Is the mutual belief in someone, anyone, so powerful that it can extend beyond death?

Since arriving on planet Earth greg admits: leaving a girl
tied to a tree during recess, thrown from a vehicle at 45
MPH twice, and a current marriage with two daughters
subject to change. Preferring the rural way, surrounded
by mountains and no cell phone towers—who lives there?
claims the phone company—greg insists he is not
completely incorrigible. It only appears that way. (Since
the original publication greg has divorced. That's change
for you.)
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